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Preaching services will be held next Alice Brady, Bessie Love, Owen Moore,
William Farnum, Bert Lytell, Harry
Sunday morning at the Congregational
church. Sunday school at noon.
Carey, Among the Stars to Be

ii'il the past week $1,000 from
High School student of 1866
ter appears

CHURCHES

MAINE, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 4. 1910.

East Side.

llVi:

Belfast Teachers Entertain State

PERSONAL.

Superintendent.

There will be dances every Wednesday
and Saturday evenings at Robbins Hall,

Days.
The annual business meeting of the
Miss Georgia Blake, R. N., for many
church
will
the
Baptist
be
held
in
vestry
years employed at the Tapley Hospital, formed into a parlor
Alice Brady, Thursday
ve 1,000 more in $500 and $1,000
by the use of chairs,
Thursday evening, Dec. 11th, at 7.30
Rich women and chorus girls—who are underwent a critical operation last Sat- draperies, sofa
pillows,
evergreens, etc.
not have this balance made up o’clock.
not rich themselves but always find some urday and is
Dr. A. O. Thomas, Maine State Superimproving.
at once?
one else to pay the bill—were the kind of
Preaching services will be held next people that frequented the exclusive hat
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Collins have intendent of Schools, was the guest of
ere not
eight more in Belfast
make up this balance of $4,000 Sunday at the l niversalist church at shop of Marie and bought an odd dozen moved from tie Mary M. Coombs house the evening and gave a most inspiring
10.45 a. m. Sunday school at noon. In number of hats each year. What happen- on Union street to the Miles S.
Jellison talk on what has been accomplished in
the evening at 7.30 illustrated lecture ed to Marie and her patrons is told in house on Church street.
Maine along educational lines and what
from former High school stuAlice Brady’s latest Select picture, “Maand special music
is planned for the future. He first told
Ltd.”
A story of hats, love, unscruThe Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Co.
rie,
of a new device in the study of history
First Parish (Unitarian). Minister, Rev. pulous business methods and Marie's have leased the Caivin
lent W. Wescott,
Pillev house on
charming daughter, Rrina, furnishes the Union
a child will not simply read a
A. E. Wilson.
r, City of Belfast, Me.
Preaching serv ice at 10.45 plot for this
street to Mr. C. F. Taylor and whereby
drama of metropolitan life,
vs since my attention was callnarrative of facts, but will discover those
a.
church
Sermon
school at noon.
m.;
family and they are already occupying it.
Thursday.
tiele in the Republican Journal
And also on Thursday a Sunshine com- They have also leased a tenement in the facts for himself from the sources at
ied that Dr. Dudley Allen Sar- subject, next Sunday morning: “A NaAll are edy, “A Lady Bellhop’s Secret,” and the F rye block to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gross hand, including old houses, the oldest inambridge had g ven $1,000 to tion’s Sowing and Reaping.”
Gaumont News.
hool Building Fund for Bel- cordially invited.
habitants, ancient deeds and other local
and family.
ught to have teen $2,000, if .t
heips.
People’s
Rev.
Methodist
Bessie
Love, Friday
Church,
inDered and considered how he
Ephraim Richards has sold, through the
lie said that education should bp made
Bessie Love in Vitagraph’s “Over the Chapin Farm
ed over, topsy-turvied, upside Charles W. Martin, pastor; parsonage,
Agency, Albert E. Andrews
concrete and not deal entirely with the
nd-over-heels, all the boys of No. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213.11. Sun- Garden Wall,” will be shown on Friday. local
manager, his homestead place sitThe name of the winsome star appears to
fifty years ago. It was a com- day morning
preaching, 10.45; Sunday lit in well with the character of the pic- uated in Searsmont to Herbert C. Crock- abstract; as was formerly the case. He
lo see the Common covered
then cited such unstable governments as
12.00 M.; Sunday
evening at tures in which she usually figures.
er of Nantucket,
either standing on their heads, school,
Mass. Mr. and Mrs.
Mexico, Russia and Turkey as countries
It is not all love in “Over the Garden Crocker are to come
and springs, somersaults or 7.30 o’clock regular preaching service.
here the latter part
not having popular education and t'ds:
n their heads.
At the close of Prayer meeting
this, Thursday, evening Wail” by any means. Miss Love portrays ! of this mouth.
a
session of the schools there at 7.30.
sweet but determined
was the cause of their downfall.
The
The public is cordially inv ited Peggy Gordon,
mad rush for Hay ford’s barn
The fo lowing Waldo County cases
young woman, who goes after life with
United States, England and France have
to attend all these services.
her sleeves rolled up.
r«-e circus conducted by Messrs.
Lcve is the domi- have been
entered in the Law Court to remained stable because their
nant theme in the picture, but Peggy
people
Mitchell, Hilton, Cottrell, and
Services will be held at the Baptist takes time from
be tried in Bangor at the December term:
Intellectual pursuits (except by
the love-making to rewere educated for citizenship.
church
next
a.
m.
at
10.45
Lucius
A. Walton vs. Amos A. Colcover her father’s fortune, supporting his
Sunday
were almost wholly abandoned
He made the encouraging statement
:
this Master Wiley said that Sunday school at. noon.
Christian En- family meantime by raising garden truck, cord; motion for new trial by defendant:
that the State of Maine leads the union
H.
C.
and
to
her
instead of working out their deavor
sister from making an
prevent
Buzzell; Arthur Ritchie.
meeting at 6 30. Evening service
Ezra A. Carpenter vs. the Charles H. in least juvenile illiteracy, and in anothunfortunate elopement,
Allen Forrest i
in Algebra and scanning their ,
at 7.30.
On Thursday evening, Dec 4,
were
rses
plays opposite her as the lover whom she Hadley Estate; report on agreed state- er year there will not be even this small
striving how they
eed in skinning the cat or do- there will be an important business meet- finds on the other side of the garden wall. ment; Dunton & Morse; F. W. Brown, Jr.
j
number. A little later there will also be
The third episode of that thrilling serial
want’s swing. To this someone : ing when ail members are requested to be
the certificate of incortioration of the
no adult illiteracy.
To accomplish this
Sargent has turned your school present. The public is cordially invited “Perils of Thunder Mountain,” with An- firm of
Patterson & Sylvester was re- communities must establish
tonio Moreno, will also be projected Frinight schools,
^vmnasium; and such I think to these
services.
corded in the department of State at. and
day.
ive been the fact had it not been :
all aids possible given to those outSargent even unvoung ladies.
Augusta December 1st They will con- side of school; as a higher standard of
“Crimson Gardenia.'’ Saturday.
to carry this influence into the
East Side Thanksgiving Shoot
duct. a general business in harnesses, auto education is
demanded, and a High school
He
was
in itself.
always strong
Typical of the virility, the humanity,
lation—his subjects would be
and the appeal of all the former Hex supplies, auto trucks, hardware, etc. The course at least is necessary. He then
The annual Thanksgiving Day Shoot of Beach screen
to the Gladiators, Regulatus
productions is his latest, capitalization is placed at $25,000, all of spoke of physical education which means
•man Senate,
Pericles to the the Hiramdale Gun Club, East Side, was
The Crimson Gardenia,’’ a picturizalion whicli is common
stock; 51,400 paid in; a strict supervising of each child by the
something of equal verilitv.
an
unqualified success. Over 100 were of one of his widely-read works. Its par value, $100; shares subscribed, 140
teacher, and, if possible, a school nurse,
tve said is true—you ask Tom
delicate human touches, stirring suspense,
from both sides of the river,
The directors are Allen H. Patterson, which would be for the
Bob Chase, Jim Harriman, present
physical bettercarefully-wrought climax., unusual scenWashburn, or any of those mostly participants, but a number of ic beauty, and excellent all-star cast president; John P. Sylvester, treasurer, ment of the child in every respect.
stood on their heads in those visitors and spectators, including guests could only be the work of Rex Beach, and Annie M.
Patterson, clerk, all of
Dr. Thomas is much interested in rural
—

Mr, and

Saturday

■

rgent may say of the writer,
shut up, (and I think perhaps
be right about it> I am handing
k fur one thousand dollars for
which lam very happy to do to
lie good work, for it is a good
iiing belter for Belfast,
y suggestion I have to make is
school be called not the William
School, but the Amie C. Crosby
It is enough honor for the Gov-

splendid a granddaughter.
Very sincerely yours,
B. H. S. Student, 1866

jve so

Si. Gilchtest writes from Grand
Michigan at follows:
d not feel that 1 was loyal to
town if I did not do all I
>200 would at some future time
inscription of those who are
ut not able to give the larger
am ready at any time to head
ene

of Belfast would travel
small towns of Michigan and
beautiful school buildings they
ashamed not to give all that
ssary to build a building adeBelfast, a> it will be in the
ui not build it for today only.
stand still, if we do we are
ml I hope the total subscription
iequate enough so that Belfast
.1 school
which will be a credit
tizens

in

ad more Miss Crosbys, Belfast
able to retain n ore of her young
are going to ott er cities in order
uit their latent, ability, as the
ty today is not what it should
fast, and by the means of an
school it means higher educaaope this will mean that the
n
will stay and help build up
■ecause the opportunities will be
t hem.”
Sisters will nave a supper
Hall Monday evening, Dec.
hich the Knights of Pythias and
lilies are invited.
After the
■ard playing will be in order.
uan

an

■

from several different cities.

of Trade will be

Board

held

Friday

on

evening at the city building and all
bers are requested to attend

mem-

recreation.

It

has

now

a

IP9w

olfered

on

account.

$6

per month

i;
i

j Cemeteries
I Srate Road.
Sidewalls
Fire Department
I City Team.
Paupers Account.
..

I City Bunding..
General School Purposes.

...

FRED D. JONES
tor the

352
120
35
75
404
5
160
65
154
46
30
170
21

1,186
123
673
105
14
28i.
171

10
05
50
00
50
60
50
52
85
20
36
10
50
9
53
43
91
00
45
17

Total..$5,596 94
The committee on highways reported
that they had caused the lines of Race

New Edison

street to be run out and found that the
street was obstructed and the owner of
the building was requested to remove
same.

The city solicitor was authorized and
instructed to dismiss without costs the
bill in equity brought by the; Citv of Belfast against the Belfast Water Company
now pendi.ig in the Supreme Court,within and for the county of Waldo.

PRACTICAL GIFTS

Adjourned.

fWindsor

For Christmas

Jones

Can be tound in the attractive line of the wel!
known TECKLA UNDERWEAR and also in

popular NUBONb CORSETS.
ulars apply to

the

For

HoteL

8C Whittier

particI

MRS. C. S. WEBBER
Tel 169-12

a

member of

British

House of

of Mrs.

Powell Clayton of Washington,
summer resident of Belfast, who

D. C.,

Commons,

is

a

schools.
He gave statistics to show that
Maine is really a great agricultural State
and therefore, the many rural schools
should have specially trained teachers.

the

cousin

This need is being met. by the summer
a
bought and occupies the Kilgore house on schools, whose courses are free to a cerHigh street. Lady Astor before her mar- tain number o£ teachers chosen by each
riage was Miss Nannie, one of tiie noted local superintendent.
Langhorne beauties of Virginia, and was
His closing remarks were on the insufe frequent guest of ber sister, Mrs. Chas.
ficient pay wnich teachers receive. Wiiile
Dana Gibson at her summer home at
Seven Hundred Acre Island in the West
Penobscot Bay. The Astors spent a part
of their honeymoon there and at Dark

they will probably not strike for higher
wages, they should be paid in proportion
to what their education has cos ., paid in

comparison to other workers even in
totally unskilled labor, and p;id with
provision for the outlay necessary to keep
renewed in their profession by travel anc
ceremony when she took her seat. Mon- study and so paid as to provide for the
She was greeted w iMi cheers, was years after their active work is over.
day.
self-possessed as she was sponsored by
The meeting closed with the s nging of

Harbor,

and frequently accompanied the
G.bsons to this city
The New York
Times gives an interesting account of

the Premier and not

W. C. French has returned to Waterville after spending Thanksgiving with
! friends in this city.

j

Frank MacLellan of Bangor was in Belfast Tuesday to attend the funeral of
Capt. John W. Ryder.

abashed

in the

and

W in ter port

Mrs. A
were

Lincoln Blaisdell of
guests of Mr. and

Mrs. Joseph W. Blaisdell.
Mrs. Isabella

the guest
sister, Mrs

was

Thanksgiving of her
Luther Bryant of Camden.
Mrs. Haroid S. Webb

here from

was

Bangor to join Mr. Webb and their children

over

the

Thanksgiving

recess.

were guests over Thanksgiving of
former’s mother, Mrs. B. F. Wells.

the

and

Mrs.

Ralph

A.

even

before the Speaker. She
cast her first vote against the premium
moments

p.

Charles H.

Field’s birthday

Mr.

Mrs. Amos F. Carleton and Mrs. RobW. Rollms have re'urned from Ban-

ert

gor, where hey were called by the critical illness >f the former’s mother, Mrs.
Juliette Tenney, who is

convalesc-

now

ing.
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. L. Shute and daughEtana eft Tuesday for a ten days

ter

pleas;

re

ani business trip to Boston.

C.

F. Graves of Castine is substituting for
His wife accompanied him
Mr. Shute.
here and they
Mrs. A.

are

at

the Shute

resiaence.

F. Richards and Miss Hattie

White,

who left several weel s ago te
friends in Dover, N. H
recently
joined aii a ito party who have b»en in
visit

Washington D. C,, and
lando, Fla., where they

are

now

iu Or-

remr.n

may

for

the winter.

Peavey

Ruth left Rogers, Arkansas, last Saturday on their return home. The; spent

Thanksgiving day

Mrs. Etta S. Mitchell arrived recently
from Medford, Mass and is the guest of
her mother, Mrs. Saran E. Stewart.
of

Dallas, Texas,

have been in Belfast and
Northport the past week on business.

i

Charles S. Pearl have
Bangor after

Mrs.

Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmore and daughter

Mr. and Mrs Ben.. F. Welis of Auburn

Mr.

and

Field is Mrs. Pearl’s brother.

P.

P. Morse

over

j

Mr.

recent

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Fossett of Gardiwere guests recently of their daugh-

with Mrs.

Dinsmore’s

parents in Rogers and have also visited
relatives in Aurelia, Iowa. They
ave
been west about three months.
Miss Ethel S. Savery, a senior r the
Castine Normal School, accompanied by
her classmates, the
Blanche
Misses

Brown,

Ruth Campbell, Hilda Coady and.

Annette

Peasley, spent Thanksgiving
with Miss Savery’s parents, Mr
arid
\
ter, Mrs John B. Mclntire and husband.
Mrs. P’red N. Savery of East Belfas
!
Miss Louise W. Richards of the Farmington Normal School faculty has been
ner

at home for the past week with relatives.

The War

Department

Miss Fuller, manager uf the Eeriy shoe Authorizes liie Publication of tlur Follow
store in Camden, was in Belfast the past'
ing Statement from the Office of
week to attend the funeral of Charles II.
the Director of Sales.
Walden.
The Director of Sales announces *nar
Mrs. Alice Fuller and Miss Maude Fullthe Quartermaster General of the Army
er ot Camden spent Thanksgiving week
has issued instructions to the Superinwith Mr. and Mrs. Millon B. ILils in tendents of the 25 Army Quartermaster
1 retail stores now
operating under his di~
Lincolnvllle.
1 rection to decline to accept after DecemMr. and Mrs. Harry E. Bowker are ! ber 10th any order for goods carried by
!
spending the week in Portland, guests of the Army Quartermaster retail stores
Mrs Bowker’s brother and wife, Mr. and which calls for delivery of goods by T,ar! cels Post.
Mrs Robert B. Innes.
The Quartermaster General of the Arms
M osley Wood returned to U. of M. has taken this action to relieve the mads,
congested during the Christmas
Monday after spending Thanksgiv ng ; usually of
the additional burden entailm
season,
and he week-end with his parents, Mr. I
tv
by transportation of the stocks sc
and Mrs. Chas. F. Wood.
the Army stores on ma order.
Persons contemplating making pu:~
Mrs. Alban B.
Wyllie was called to 1 chases in the retail stores which must be
Rockland Saturday morning on account ! delivered by Parcels Post are rei, tested
ot the death of her aunt, Mrs. Nellie to place their orders with the ret ah stores
: in the district in which the purchaser reSpear, widow of Elkanah Snear.
The Parcels
sides before December 10th
with
Miss Ada Webster, who is teaching at ; Post, orders must be actually on
a st'.ire prior to December 10th to rtmeiv'
Lincolnvnle Beach, spent Thanksgiving
consideration.
and the week-end with her parents, Mr.
The Army Quartermaster rctah stores
and Mrs. Frank Webster of Walco.
will continue to accept bulk orders placed

America, with Mr. Harold S. Webb at
tile piano, after which sandwiches, cakes
and coffee were served, and selections on
bond.
the Victrola enjoyed. The committee in
Mi. Zenas D. Hartshorn,
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Davis of East
The Christmas Seal Drive.
This charge was
drive, one of the most important since Misses Esther F. Evans and Edith De- Belfast have returned from Bangor,
where they visited (lie family of their
the Wm id War calls, began last Tuesday Beck. Next meeting will be Jan. Uth
under
*ie direction of Mrs. Cecil Clay,
daughter, Mrs. Charles C. Larsen.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
county chairman, aim will continue until
Henry M. Mini gelt has relumed firm
next. Tuesday.
The money raised in the
The annua) inspection of Primrose visits in Portland, Boston and Allston,
county will be expended for the cure and
Mass.
At the ’atter place lie was t’.e
Chapter, O, E. S., was held last Monday
prevention of tuberculosis in the county•
guest of his cousin, Albert Mudgett.
evening at a special meeting under the
aiso for uie teaching of habits tending to
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Putnarn have redirection of the Grand Matron, Mrs.
cleanliness. Mrs. CJa> has appointed the
Belva Wardwell of Penobscot. The re- turned home from Roslindale, Mass.,
following assistants: Belfast, all B. H.
where they have been guests of their
ception took place at ti
m
with
trying

* Bell Street

S.

E.

A.

The December meeting of the Belfast
City Government was field Monday evenMrs
James J. Clements;
Those Montville,
ing, Mayor Wescott presiding
! present were Aldermen Cooper, Sim- Searsport, Mrs Henry Curtis, Prospect,
Mrs. Flora Ward; Freedom, Mrs. Marion
mons, Clements, and Thompson; Jounciimen Howes, Hall, Kimball. Davis and Small; Northport, Mr. Chester Sheldon
Payson. The roll of accounts was read and Mrs. Hattie Whiting; Lincolnville
and passed as follows:
Bear-ti, C. E. Dearborn and Mrs. Helen
Lincolnvi.le (.enter, Mrs. Eidora
| Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund. $796 00 Hur
218 36
Contingent
King its; Saturday Cove, Mrs. Will Hop383 45

Hayford

OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS

Headquarters

now

Carpenter; Frankfort, Mrs.
Frank Hopki is; Palermo, Mrs. Lucia
Pinkham; Wa to, Mrs. C. W. Shorey;

Sewers.

$10

Lady Astoi,

Mrs.

Pol ice..
i Superintendent of Schools.
Street Lighting.
School Charity.
Belfast tree Litrary
School Contingent..
Free Text Books and Repairs
Repairs and Insurance.

MOST LIBERAL TERMS—ONLY

down

been

popular Saturday Evening Post story, and with Bert Lytell ic
the leading roie there is little more to as.
a

Highways....
Transportation of scholars
Armory.

all makes of records

few
available

after

adapted from

relfast.

arrived last
Mrs. Joseph

George Kittridge.

Mr.

college friend.

returned to their home in

Blaisdell.

!

a

Mr.

by municipalities, municipal selling

igeit-

cies and community buying associations*
! for commodities offered for sale lhroug:.
the retail stores. Such order nr
ereu by freight. A discount of 10 ; r cent
on the entire bill of goods ordere ! r bulk
is allowed to the pure taser, to cos t exof
penses entailed in making distribu:
dethe commodities so purchased.
liveries of bulk orders are ma
might
prepaid t. o b. point of destine.
Austin W

Kkatina.
Postmaster

the

VITAL RFCORDS OF MAINE
pupils, Hillard Bl./zell, Katherine matron, Mrs. Essie P.
Carle, Mrs. Ward- daughter, Mrs. Thomas Mitchell and
Brown, Katherine Colcord, Hope Dor- well, patron. Z. D.
family.
D.
a
D
such
in
Mrs.
irons
sportsmanlike
:ut:
Hartshorn,
At the regular monthly meeting
shooting
man, Helen Wc.scott, Karl Smalley, Hazel Julia
Put down the date and remembe
A. Vickery, P. G. P., I)r. O. S.
Several new members were for.
manner.
ai
Historical Society in its
James
Maine
has
Howes
returned
from
riealu Lillian L>avis, Elizabeth Kittridge,
t.
Vickery, and past matrons and patrons Campelio, Mass., where he joined Mrs. at Portland on Friday, November
added to the Club and much enthusiasm
Albert Morey, Charles .Switt, William
Harry Carey, Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ritchie, Mrs. Cor- Howes
memand good cheer manifested. The H. 1>.
Mr. Alfred Johnson addressed th
over Thanksgiving at the home of
David
Hoxie, Edward Martin, Eliz- delia H. B~own and V. A.
Harry Carey in a Western picture, Cook,
in their daughter, Mrs. Richard P. Whitman bers or. the subject of collect!:
G. C. wishes to extend hearty thanks to “Three Mounted
iid
Simmons,
a
Harold
Lloyd abeth If.'Is, Doris Allen, Ella Beach,
Men,”
the receiving line. The banquet was and
publishing the vital records of :.i:ihhy
its supporters, and hopes to entertain Comedy, Vou-A-Vil and Hearst News is
family.
Elizabeth
Dorothy
Chamberlain,
Doak, served later when covers were laid for
deaths and marriages of Man
the offering for Wednesday next.
them again in the near future.
Ivan Havener; Burnham, Nellie Shaw;
f.r
Frank Schoufele of Natick, Mass., was Johnson has had charge of the w
185 on tables made very attractive will!
w
Belmont, M's H. E. Morrill; Brooks, |
the guest Thanksgiving at the home of j the past seven years, and did r
City Government.
sprays of pine and barbary. In behalf of
'he war, w; it
The aunual meeting of the Belfast
to be

The new “Chalet” may be really termed the
“Little Gem” of the New Edison Models.

Only

of American novelists.

seekers

the presence of ladies in the afternoon, especially those who handled ’he

was

The New Edison
Plays

peer

The Club

Its locale is in quaint. New Orleans at
kept open house all day and evening, the most picturesque season of the year
the Mardi Gras.
serving refreshments in the afternoon,
Dramatic, values obAs the plot unand it was a Red Letter Day in its his- tain from the opening.
folds, and the mysteries of the undertory.
Although the morning opened un- world
deepen, the suspense is heightened.
favorably with threatening weather, a “The Crimson Gardenia” is a drama that
large number hail arrived by 10.30 o’clock grips, thrills, holds.
An extraordinary
leaded by
cast,
and the shooting began, Wyatt Carrow in
Owen Moore and Hedda Nova, and incharge of the shotgun eontest and the
such
as
cluding
players
'Fully Marshall,
“genial Gene: Lamb directing the rifle Edwin Stevens and Sydney Ainsworth,
shooting. The classes were, all well filed portray with aplomb this drama of a
and everything proceeded smoothly. Don- civilization as old as the thirteen colonies, in which the author has combined
ald Hall opened up on the first rilie target
the fierce passions of a semi-foreign race
and made 49 out of a possible 50, this with the ideals of inherent Americans.
A Vitagraph comedy in two reels, and
proving to be the best target of the day.
will complete Saturday’s banHall, by reason of this, took special prize Kinograms
ner bill.
bird
in
The
iirst
chicken
with
his
along
William Farnum, Monday.
the shotgun competition was taken by
William Farnum in one of his big virile
Lew Bowen, and the second bird in the
•haracterizations, “The Man Hunter"’ is
rifle competition went to Raymond Sherhe fine attraction for Monday.
Norman Read
man with a score of 47.
It’s a gripping melodrama that will
won three chickens and a goose on scores
hold your attention from the beginning.
Fallow- The story is full of action, has beer, inof 47, 48, 43 and 43 respectively
terestingly developed and contains a
ing is the list of those who took one bird
The
goodly amount of exciting thrills.
and their scores
role of George Arnold gives William Farnum splendid opportunities, and he takes
Clarence Read, 14.
excellent advantage cf every one.
Pearl Larrabee, 40.
And a splendid Outing Chester travelShotgun competition:
ogue, Screen Magaz ne and Pictograph
Lew Bowen, Raymond Rogers, Harry
complete the bill.
Cottreli, John Brock (a goose*, Pearl I ::rBert Lytell, Tuesday.
H.
D.
Z.
Howes,
Ralph
Hartshorn,
rabee,
Versatile Bert Lytell in “One Thing at
James Davis, Ed. Curtis.
A Time O’ Day, a rattling good picture
Considering the adverse weather con- of the circus and big tnps is offered Tues;
with
and
cold
windy day,
ditions, a very
day.
A iight, breezy story that will provide
bad light for sighting, the scores were
entertainment for the majority of you
exceptionally good, a pleasing feature

visit Mr. and

to

Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Hopkins of Camden were recent guests of Mr, and Mrs.

!
\

by

their annua! visit ill Belfast to celebrate

Paul Johnson of Guilford

1

will back the statement.
Dinsmore broke his arm trythe cat on the iron horizontal
nt had erected on the Common,
ask Sargent himself what Mrs.
said about him when he came
r one of ins gymnastic exhiHe knows and can’t and won’t

guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. C.

Bowker.

V\

with his parents, Mr. and Mrs Fred MarHe was accompanied

riner of Belmont.

Mrs. M. S. Stiles of Jackson

were recent

Iooii

ey

Robie Marriuer, a student at Bates Colspent the Thanksgiving holidays

Mrs. John C. Pillsbury left Friday for
visits with friends in Portland and Boston.

_

Shown the Next Few

i:\

(

lege,

The Teachers’ Club held a most instructive session last Friday evening in
the Universalist vestry, which was trans-

Music by Carter’s orchestra.

~

SUNDAYS

#1.00

Per Plate.

j

the chapler Mrs. Carle presented Mrs.
Wardwell with a framed copy of Ru.Jyard Kipling’s “If.” The Grand Matron

George A. Cole and Mrs. Walter Cowan;
Troy. Mrs Blendon Myrick; Knox, Mrs.
Susan Hubbard; Monroe, Mrs. Jessie
j
Cunningham and Mrs. George E. Palmer;
I
Morrill, Mrs. Bertha Mears; Searsmont,
Mrs. Fref Miller; S ockton Springs, Mrs.
1
Everett Staples; Sandy Po.nt,
L. T.
Bates; Thorndike, Mrs. Rem Ward; Uni
ty, Mrs. C. B. Conners; Islesboro, Mrs.
Joseph Pendleton; Jackson, Pearl ChaseJ
j
CAPT. JOHN W. RYDER.
j
Capt. John W. Ryder of this city died
at the Sailors’ Snug Harbor, Staten Island, New Brighton, N. Y., Nov. 27th.
His death wai caused by a cerebral hemorrhage.

He had

been in ill health for
for the past year had been
been at the Harbor. He was born in this
city in June, lfc54, the son of Thomas and

some

time

anc

Anne (Wheeler) Ryder. His parents died
when very young leaving two sons one
of whom, Frederick T. Ryder, now ill in

Tliomaston, survives. Capt. Ryder engaged in the coasting trade, principally
between Belfast and New York.
He
commanded for many years the schooner
Fannie and Edith, the J. Holmes, and A
His last command was the
Hayford.
schooner A. W. Ellis.

He was a member
F. & A. M., and was a
good citizen and tond of Belfast and his
many friends. He was twice married.
His first wife, Eliza E., daughter of Capt.

of Phoenix

Lodge,

l.ellan, who died several years ago. His
remains arrived in
Belfast Saturday
night and the funeral was held at the
chapel in Grove Cemetery Tuesday at 2
Rev. George C. Boom of the Unip. m.
versaiist church officiated.

E. II. Kncwlton.

Me is

Bangor,

where he
Bond firm.

now

represents

located in
a

Boston

gave a most thorough inspection of the
Miss Mary E. Beal, president of Beal
i work and was equally gracious in her Business College, Bangor, was in Belfast
commendation and in her criticisms. several days the past week, the guest of
Guests were present from
Searsport, her nephew, Harold S. Webb, sub-master
Stockton Springs, Islesboro and Unity.
of the B. H. S.

kins; Liberty, Mrs. C. B. Hoit; Swanville,
Mrs, A. B. Nicketson; Winterport, Mrs.

Joseph Dunbar, died July 4, 1896. June
25, 1898, he married Miss Mary E. Mc-

|

i

it
neglected during
the preparation of the Massac: ts
records was stopped upon cur ei ;:y into the war and has not yet beer; r *v,r
ed.
Vol. I of the Vital Records m Belfast was published in 1917, and V*. II tv
the
expected to be ready tor delivery
State auth
an
the
death
will
This
b.rths,
complete
:
marriages ot Belfast from the tinv
arrival of the English settlers.

We Have Solved Your
Xmas Gift Problem....
The V ictor Gift Certificate
selecting suitable gifts for

family and friends.

your
to choose Victor Records from the

cate enables the

recipient

comprising

than six thousand selections.

more

eliminates the difficulties of
Properly endorsed, this certti-

This year, above all others, music will prove
in millions of homes.

a source

of

Victor

inspiration

Catalog,

and comfort

You simply have to sign \our name on the lower line, the recipient's name on
the top line and specify the amount.
1 his certificate will be mailed to any address you direct, timed to arrive on Christmas eve.
The certificates bear the message: “Because music of your own choosing must
please you best, the choice is left to you. May these records bring you a Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year.”

Come

in

and ask us about them.

William L. Luce, Inc.,
Belfast, Maine.

NOT LODGE, BUT WILSON.

Journal

The Republican

Concerning the action of the Senate
when voting on the ratification of the
treaty, the New York World says: “What
the vote shows is that there are two-

Belfast, Thursday, Dec. 4, 1919
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

Co.

Republican journal Pub.

The

thirds of the senators who are in favor of
All that
the ratification of the treaty.
stands in the way is an agreement in the

BROWN, Editor.

A. I.

character

For one square,
ADVERTISING TERMS.
inch length in column, 50 cents for
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent
insertion
In advance,
Subscription Terms.
$2.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
for three months.
one

A

DEAD

of

which

reservations,

the

could be settled very quickly if partisanship and vanity were subordinated to the
colossal concerns of national and inter-

HOPE

The editor of one of the leading Paris
newspapers in a recent issue states that
France earnestly desires the acceptance
of a Turkish mandatory by the United
States, and that President Wilson and his
advisers are animated by the same desire.
We cannot conceive why Mr, Wilson, or
any other American citizen who loves his

That agreement could
have been reached if it had not been for
True
the Lodge policy of rule or ruin.”
national welfare.

The
as
gospel except for one word.
World should have said Wilson instead
of Lodge.
Every well informed person
knows, and every fair minded person will
admit that "an agreement in the characwas made im-

ter of the reservations”

possible by the President who ordered
the administration senators to resist all
amendments

or

reservations.

No

pro-

gram of compromise or conciliation was
to be allowed. The treaty and covenant
were not to be changed by the dotting of

taxes of everybody there will be less than
the normal domestic use of what they

At the

time

same

we

would

expected to protect them from invasion from any and every quarter. To

be

establish and maintain

effective

an

man-

Turkey wou'd require at least
100,000 soldiers, and units of our navy
would be needed in the Persian Gulf, in
the Black Sea, in the Sea of Marmora,
and in the Aegean Sea, not for a few
months, hut for many years. Doing all
tlris would not in the slightest degree
date

in

benefit the United States.

There

was

a

possibility that, under the authority of
the covenant of the league of nations,
the supreme council might send us tc
Turkey, as proposed by England and
France.

This

was

one

of the

reasons

why the Senate refused to ratify the
treaty without reservations. “A nation’s
first duty is to itself.”
THE BRITISH EMPIRE.
_

There

are

who sneer at the arti-

many

cle written by Sir Andrew MacPhail to
which we directed attention in The JourIf they would read
English history they would learn that 750
years ago England was England, nothing
more, having rule over a bit of land not
as large as is now occupied by the New
England States. In 1172, A. I)., she took
Ireland by force and this added about 50
per cent to her territory; in 1282 she posnal of last week.

sessed herself of Wales in the

SWANVILLE

ternal

Americanization of all foreign born
within our borders and to rescue those fortunate
enough
to be born in this country from the slough of
despond,
to improve their surroundings and give them a more
hopeful and cheerful view of the future. To impress
upon the foreign bom the necessity of being good citizens is one of the greatest
objects of Community Service.
There is room in every community for earnest work
in this direction and there seems no
questioning the
statement that Community Service is the best equipped
organization to accomplish this tremendous task. It
has the machinery and the leaders and it
already has
proved its worth in a number of cities. Neighborhood
and community works are not new in this
country, but
there is a new promisq of force through national organization in the nation-wide plans of Community Service.
Roosevelt said that “no man could be part American
and part something else” and truer words were never
uttered. The citizens of this country must be all American or nothing.
The program of Community Service
calls for a great movement to make
thorough-going
Americans of all of our foreign bom population. Americanization is the common term but higher and better
citizenship are better words. Through various methods
Community Service plans to instill into the alien bom
the ideals that will counteract unrest and place the disciple of unrest in the background.

Thus

formed

stated

©

Does

a

dry cough keep

yea

awake ?

Will stop the tickle that makes yon cough.
GUARANTEED

ac-

quired the whole of Australasia, 3,176,000
square miles, by first deporting thither
tier

or

minais

ana

unuesiiduies

in

sucn

numbers that nobody else cared to go
there and in due season boldly proclaimed
“this is mine.” Egypt and Persia are
hopelessly entangled in British intrigue
and Arabia is nearly ripe for the harvest.
English history is black with crimes
against the weaker peor les of the earth.
She has a mania for possession and domination. Germany has heen a highwayman hut England has been a smooth,
smug confidence man, robbing by diplomacy, and, when diplomacy failed, fight-

as

a

joke

nor as

the idle utterance of

an

It should be regarded as a warning against both the wiles
and the power of the British Empire.
man.

The Restful Tea
SAVES SUGAR

often follows

Steeped properly, 5

a

Neglected Cold
KiLL THE COLD!

HILL’S

CA$CARA??I QUININE
•Bit* ;’''llit
dard cold remedy for 20 years
,n
tablet form—safe, sure, no
opiates—breaks up a cold in 2!
ours—relieves grip in 3 days.
Money back if it fails, ^he
genuine box has a Red
‘op with Mr. Hill’s
picture.
At All Drug Storg§

to

7,

never more

than 7 minutes-Served at once, you
will be privileged to enjoy a tea delicacy, the flavor of which is so good,
and
you will enjoy it without sugar
save

Pneumonia

*•«•<•

a

Use SoCOny kerosene for best results.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

PERFECT!

vase.

Oil Beaten

arrangements there.
“Two huge barrels

In the orchard you PICK the
kind of apples you want. In the

were sunk in the
with hot, the other
with cold water.
There was a thin
screen on two sides—not against prying eyes, but simply to keep off the
wind. Indeed, as I began to take <>1T
one

sugar.

3519

Your dealer sells and recommends
T and K Formosa Oolong and India
T and K Orange Pekoe Ceylon

filled

my kimonos an interested audience
of both sexes turned to watch me. This
was unpleasant, and I did my best to
dodge their gaze behind the screen.
“I might have saved myself the
A moment later, in reply to
trouble.
the calls of the innkeeper and his

market you take what the dealer has.
We want the PICK of the WHEAT for

wife, their daughter came up hastily
She
bathe me, as her duty was.
was not in the least embarrassed—and
I soon had other things to worry me.
for when, at the young lady’s direction,
I let myself down into the hot tub I
to

William Tell
Flour

Use T and K Coffee
Use T and K Extracts

and we go
get it.

on

the bottom

That stimulated interest to a degree.
The women had visions of the ordinary prizes given for card proficiency. One of them thought of a nicely hemmed towel, another saw visions
of a cut-glass tumbler, and still another dreamed of something else. There
was hut one table and as the hostess
was barred the contest was wholly between the remaining three.
Finally
the games were over and the scores
tabulated. Then the hostess came in
with a big glass of currant jelly and
presented it as the prize of the afternoon.
She picked the currants in
her own garden and had made the
jelly herself.
There is hope in the hearts of some
Irvington husbands that the fad of
giving real food as prizes will grow,
Then, if their wives are good enough
bridge players there may be something
to eat when husbands come home in
the evening.-—Indianapolis News.
1

IE

And
bo do mice, once they eat RAT-SNAP.
they leave no odor behind. Don’t take cur
word for it—try a package.
Cate and dogs
won’t touch it.
Rats pass up all food to get
RAT-SNAP. Three sizes.
25c size (1 cake) enough for Pantry, Kitchen
or Ce.lar.
5Cc size (2 cakes) for Chicken House, coopt,
or

small

buildings

$1.00 size (5 cekes) erough for all farm and
out-buildingB, storage buildings, or factory

buildings.

the

fields

to

We go into the fields themselves and pick just what we
want—the very best of the season’s crop.
And you see the result in ajbigger loaf and a more delicious

flavor when vou bake
WILLIAM TELL.
Better tell

t our

with

Grocer—WILLIAM TELL

Eee how much better it

SWAN-WHITTEN

really

is.

COMPANY

Sold and Guaranteed by Cby Drug Store, A,
A. Howes & Co. and Hall Etlis Co.

N EW

sAROUND THE WORLD WITH
t’HE AMERICAN RED CROSS.
y

|

In Siberia.

[|

j
33 Main Street
Will do family washing and
deliver.
Reasonable prices,
and good work.

ce.

There is in strictness no such thing
as
a
There are Serbs,
Jugo-Slav.
Croats and Slovenes, all of whom
speak the same language, with variations, and are now of the same nationality. There is a religious question among Jugo-Slavs, which has, on
occasion, been stressed by the intriguing imperialist politicians on the borders who have been anxious to prevent national unity, the Serbs being
of the Greek, or Orthodox church, and
the Croats and Slovenes of the Roman
church. There are no more than 12,000,000 of them altogether, hut the
territory of the new nation is larger
fhan that of Great Britain.

PATS

to

The big WILLIAM TELL mill
is right in the heart of the richest wheat-growing country in
the wc rid.

Husbands Are Hoping.
Recently an Irvington woman invited a fe\y of her friends to play cards
There was a
during the afternoon.
strong intimation that the highest
score would he rewarded with n prize.

The "MAINE" TEAS
Thurston an<l Kingsbury Co.
Bangor, Maine

!

t!•»

wan

The Perfection is clean, safe, odorless, convenient. 1
bathroom, nursery or bed-room, it brings heat to the
spot—and just the amount desired. It is very
nomical—gives glowing warmth for ten hours on
Easily filled and re-wicked
gallon of kerosene.
Creates no ashes, soot or dust. Over 3,000,000 in us*

“At length, because I was famishing,
a low table and a brazier were brought
in and set In front of me and my
cushions.
“Every time i thought I had finished,
the hostess or one of the maids would
trip in with another tray of dishes
and put them before me on tiie table.
Had I not been able to use chopsticks
before. I should certainly have become
expert by the end of that meal.
“A little while after the meal—for
it did end at last—I was told that tiie
bath was ready. I was taken to the
open courtyard and introduced to the

earth,

0:1

heating systems break down.

ferent colors should not be mixed in
one

—

up the cold spots—acts as a willing help* r t<> vm
furnace—and will often carry the whole burden win

bring a blush to the European cheek,
but they have no such effect on the
Japanese, who seem more concerned
with the arrangement than the subThere are
ject of the ornaments.
strict rules for decoration; it is laid
down, for example, that flowers of dif-

No Jugo-Slav

What Sir
ing when she dared or must.
Andrew wrote should not be considered
indiscreet old

call
in any other cold-weather emergency
Perfection Oil Heater. It is always reliable. 1
—or

the still hotter kettle lying
The innof the tub.
keeper’s daughter pulled me out, red
as a
lobster and very nearly boiled.
She dropped me. more dead than alive,
into the cold tub, pulled me out again,
and dried me.
“Then she bowed politely, and left
me to return to my room.”

holdings of the earth from about onefourth of one per cent of the total, to
nearly if not ciuite 25 per cent thereof, or,

From 1788 down to 1874 she

When the Pipes Freeze

colors of the hotel.
“The room, like ail Japanese rooms,
was bare except for a single decoration. There is always a special corner
for the room’s ornament, which is
sometimes a vase of flowers, sometimes a piece of china, sometimes simply a painting upon silk or a woodcut.
The subjects are not seldom such as

on

to note by what methods England has, in
about 600 years, increased her meager

miles.

I

With the advent of the “modem hotel" In Japan the old inns, or resthouses. have been to a large extent relegated to obscurity, but some still survive in parts where European travelThe kind of
ers seldom penetrate.
welcome accorded to visitors in one
of the village inns is very far removed
from western idens of hospitality.
Here is the interesting experience of
a
traveler as related in The Caterer
and Hotelkeepers’ Gazette:
“As soon as I arrived I was conducted by the polite hostess into the
cldef guestroom, which looked out
upon the cool orchard of a temple.
"Cushions were brought in, and
bright kimonos. I took off my dusty
English clothes, and put on first the
lower klmona, made of cotton; and
then a gaudy silk one, bright with the

stepped

the nucleous of the present British Em- |
pire. It is suggestive, if not interesting

in round numbers, from about
120,000 square miles to approximately
14,000.000 square miles. In 1627 she took
Nova Scotia, in 1655 she took Jamaica,
in 1678. Sc Helena, ii. 1704, Gibraltar, in
174-5, Prince Edward Island, in 1757 she
began the taking of India and finished
Ir. 1759 she took the
the job in 1858.
provinces of Quebec and Ontario, in 1797,
Trinidad and Tobago, in 1798, British
Honduras, Aden, in 1839, the Transvaa*
and the Orange Free State in 1900, and in
1919, immense areas in Africa. Every
one of the above, except Scotland, were
taken by conquest and armed occupation,
In addit.on to these, between 1850 and
1900 she, by “conquest and cession” acquired Nigeria, Rhodes;a and British East
Africa o the extent of 1,290,000 square

Used to Be, In the Nature of Torture.

discovered that, in the usual Japanese
fashion, the heat of the water in it
was not less than 115 degrees Fahrenheit.
“Up to my neck in that hot hath I
suffered exquisite torture, which turned
to the most exquisite agony when I

same man-

was

Bath In Public, in Water That
Boil a Lobster, Is, or

Would

PROSPECT PERRY

1608

disturbances.

Taking

Charles Black of Chelsea, Mass., has
been in town, a guest of Miss Harriet M.
Nickerson.
Frank Harding has gone to Lawrence,
Mass., where he has employment. Miss
Marion Rose, who has been a member of
his family since babyhood, accompanied
him and will board with his sister and
attend school.
E. C. Marden was called to Center
Conway, N. H., Saturday, Nov. 22nd, by
the sudden death of his wife’s niece
Miss Peetrie had
Miss Lura Peetrie.
many friends here who extend sympathy
bereaved
to the
family.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nickerson have
received news that their son, A Robs
Nickerson, has cone to Ohio, where he
has accepted a good paying position with
His wife will
an automobile concern.
join him in a few weeks.

she obtained Scotland by
“agreement” after four centuries of border strife, religiou; differences and inin

ner:

Hotel Customs Somewhat Embarrassing to Europeans.

tumble.

country, should desire to have the United
: an “i” or the crossing of a "t.”
States involved in such a great and danHarold and Bufard Grant of SandyWe
gerous undertaking.
can, however,
point recently visited their grandparents,
merchant and manufacturer and
Every
Mr. and Mrs. W. D Harriman.
readily understand why France and more
every wage earner should realize that
The many fiiends of Capt. M. G. Dow
the
to
shift
are
eager
England
especially
were pained to hear of his death which
within a
year and
certainly
perhaps
responsibility of controlling Turkey from
at his home in Bucksport Nov.
within two years, England, France, Italy, occurred
themselves to us. This region is now
16th. Capt. Dow lived his boyhood days
will
have
and
Germany
pretty
Belgium
here and was liked by everyone who
and for years will continue to be the
nearly if not quite brought their output knew him. The family has the sympadanger zone of Europe, with Constantiof production up to normal. Owing to thy of a large circle of relatives and
A large number of
nople, a city having a population twice 1
friends in this place
the poverty of the masses and the high
of
disorder
that of Boston, the salient
people from here attended tile funeral.
and intrigue. Turkey in Europe has about
6,000,000 inhabitants, most of whom
when viewed
undesirable people
are
from the standpoint of modern civiliCOMMUNITY SERVICE
Turkey in Asia has about 16,zation.
000,000 inhabitants, and these too are
There is much unrest all over the world and the
undesirable, plus. If we were to accept
a mandate over Turkey wc would be exUnited States is not entirely immune from Bolshevism.
pected to compel the Turks to stop killWhat is needed to avert one of the most dreadful of all
ing Armenians and to otherwise behave
calamities is the
themselves.

TRAVEL IN JAPAN

produce and a great necessity of selling
the surplus here.
This will restrict our
markets for our own goods and prices will

c

Open Mondays, luesdays, I hu

fridays and Sa‘.urda\>
until tS o’clock.

C. \Y. Lancaslet
tf35

Expen Piano- To
Possibly the most important Red Cross work In Siberia, and one which
demands the continuance of operations there, is the campaign against
typhus. Over a stretch of 4,000 miles the American Red Cross lias fought
the scourge.
Here is seen “The Oreat White Train," an anti-typhus institution which, with Its crew of doctors and nurses and cargoes of drugs,
food and cleansing apparatus, has saved the lives of thousands.

LLOYD 1). McKEL

most

Special Notice
We wish to inform the public that we
doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.

are

E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C.

FISH, Local Manager,

Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me.
tfi7

Charles S.

Taylor

ATTORNEY,
Having been employed in Government
work for the past year and a half, I hereby announce my return to the practice of
3w48*
law.

HAYFORD BLOCK, BELFAST, MAINE
Formerly in Odd Fellows Building.

172

High

Belta^i

Street,

1 1,. ne 12fi i

For

Sale

At 63 Cedar Street
Large, pleasantly located

corne

with shade and fruit trees, also w
water piped into kitchen. Eleven
house with large stable and shed
cement cellar with furnace; all n.
repair. An exceptional opportune
secure a line home. Inquire of the
JE. Q. FROST, or C. E. FRC >S l
at 50 Cedar Sir.
Or interview James F. Sheldon.

1

Will Not be One Day Without

1 E. PEOPLE PLUNGING
MrO UNSAFE SECURITIES

PE RU NA
This Lady TELLS Her FRIENDS
Mary Fricke, 507 Bornman St., Belleville,
just one of the many thousands of ladies
■eaghout the country who. after an agony of
have at last found health, strength and

Mrs.

Savings Division Warns People Against
Selling War Saving Stamps to Dishonest

is

in PE-RU-NA.

r

words tell of her suffering and
recovery
than we can do it:
“I suffered with my
oh, had awful cramps and headaches so I
could not lay on a pillow.
Saw your book,
PE-RU-NA and got good results from the
bottle. To be sure of a cure I took twelve
I have recommended PE-RU-NA to
s.
my
nds and all are well pleased with results. 1
not be one day without PE-RU-NA. Have not
doctor since 1 started with PE-RU-NA, which
about fifteen years ago. I am now sixty-three'
old, hale, hearty and well. Can do as much
as my daughters.
I feel strong and healthy
weigh near two hundred pounds. Before, I
u as
nine as one nunarea.
l nope lots or
v use PE-RU-NA and get the results I did."
An experience like
of Mrs. Fricke is an inspiration to every sick and
suffering

Traffickers of These Securities

own

r
r

An example of how careless
The people of New England
some
ind the rest of the country are people are when they invest money
in
what
believe
will
they
be "sure
plunging at a dangerous rale in;o unsafe investments.
Dishon- pay” investments was brought out
ome time ago
when a Pittsburg paist swindlers are working day
per
and night to entice people to in- what printed as a satirical warning
represented to be a prospectus
cest their hard earned money in of
“The
Munchausen Philosophic
worthless stocks and wildcat Stone and Gull
Creek Grand

schemes.

ui.

have catarrh, whether it lie of the nose, throat,
stomach,
or other organs, PE-RU-NA is the
remedy. It is not new’
not an experiment.
PE-RU-NA has keen tried. PE-RU-NA lias
used by thousands who once were sick and are now well. To
at coughs, colds, grip and Influenza and to hasten
recovery
is nothing better.
RU-N'A will improve the appetite and digestion, purify the blood,
the irritated mucous linings, eradicate the waste materia!
and
option from the system, it will tone up the nerves, give you
th. strength, vigor and the joy of living. Do what Mrs. Mary
ke and thousands more have done—try PE-RU-NA. You will be
happy, thankful.
you

■

■

Tablet

or

j
I

at

ings
ment

Certificates
securities.

Mrs.

Sold Everywhere.

Liquid.

Company.”
Thousands of peoReports received at the headquar- ple wrote to the paper for the adters of the Savings Division, First dress of the
company in an attempt
Federal Reserve District show that to buy stock.
This
throughout New England there are
"make
believe”
prospectus

tlte i resent time a large number
i of dishonest persons striving to ent tire the people to part with
their
; War Savings Stamps. Treasury Sav-

i

MOTHERS GO TO SCHOOL TO
LEARN DRESSMAKING

Canvon

Oil

and

other

Higginson Warns People.

Mrs. Francis L. Higgiuson, director
of Savings Division. First Federal
Reserve District has sent out a warning to the holders of Thrift Stamps,
War Savings Stamps and Treasury
savings Certificates "rging the people not to sell these securities to
“loan sharks.”
Mrs. Higginson brings out the fact
that many of these dishonest stamp
tratficers are telling a false story to
the effect that the Treasury Department has abandoned the Thrift Campaign, and that therefore Thrift
Stamps. War Savings Stamps and i

Where Philadelphia Grown-Ups

large number of

:r

hia,

as

of r rht classes where women can
t! se things together with other
Stic arts.
vv
nen meet in a public school,
Si'* desks lie r itrulur p mils and
e b1 ic'.iboard a great help in the
!

It

patterns,

t

..-merits for the children
cts of study for the
With a little girl as model,

*>t cos

m.ers.

Belfast

Free

Munchausen having a hole 16,000.000
deep “yielding cooking butter,
ale, turtle soup and bounty money.”
The
Ananias
and Sapphira Tract
was small, only
comprising 65,000 000
while the China and Hades
Tract "was known to be esspecially
rich in tea.”
Today it is the consensus of opinion among the leading financiers of
the country that there is no safer

Books,

'»

November,

investment in the world

thm Thrift

THRIFT AND W. S. S.
POPULAR IN N. E.
[

|

appened then stories.
372 D 93

Harry Dexter
use your mind; a psy;y of study. 1916.

Brothers in
the

farmeis succeed630 M 22

Countess
1919.

1914.

American

l

1919

811 Un 8
an

anthology.
808 1 W-2

RAVEL and DESCRIPTION
Gulielma Fell
linese days. 1918.
(Mrs.
4, Princess.

T 51 A1 7

The Queen quair. A novel
based on the story of Mary,

in the Forbidden
1911.
T511D4
Clifton

ways and byways of
ida. 1918.

Mnvays

and byways of
Vw England. 1915.
iG iways and byways of

^“ton,
i

1904.

1901.

;

Poets of to-day.

of the prime ministers,
11144-1906. 1918.
t:‘ °f
the Puritans; a group

|’':|ey, Lytton
Victorians: Cardinal
"■lent

banning,

Florence NightAale, Dr. Arnold, General

j

story.

By salvaging junk and rubbish from |

fJ unes

healthy district; remit.
Whittii.rton also points out

U

loped

Water

Power,

Rendering Co., Portland,

CENTRAL

,

WITH CHAPIN

ROCKS

^

6-7

FARM

CCD

prompt and

Because

soon

the world!

potatoes.

BEECHAM’S
Sold

II I &

>» boxes,

rlLLO10'28"

Grocery

Always

Keeps

Vegetables

and ever

SUPERBA

tf30

TO

fi

f

|I

the

Quality

on

is .ouch

as

SUPERBA

the Label:

m

You would select

>r

your

table.

your neighborhood.

ROOM 3
223-3

LET

with shafting, pulleys and tools for sale

AND DEER SK-'NS WANTED
SHIP To l!S
prices gu ranteed or
furs returned at our expense.
We quote what we
pay and pay

Satisfactory

I

what

we

today.

quote. Don't delay. Ship

cheap.

2m47

TASTE NATURAL

Milliken-Tomlinson Co., Portland, Maine

Gasolene Engine
DICKEY-KNOWLTON
REAL ESTATE CO.

etc.

ORDER,

VICE store

Power

Hal -Ellis Co. and A. A. Howes &

About 650 people were engaged in taking the first census of the United States.
The 1920 census will require the service
of 90,000.

!'))

Be happily prepared for any emergency. Make up a case
a so:' ;d.
Patronize the SUPERBA dealer, THE SER-

j

Vroome & Co., Butter and Cheese MerA TENEMENT OF SIX ROOMS on
chants, New York City, says: “We keep Bay View street, near Harbor street. For
RAT-SNAP in our cellar all the time. It particulars apply on the street after 6
p.
keeps down rats. We buy it by the gross, m. to night watchman
would not be without it.” Farmers use
tf47
PERCY S. EDGECOMB.
RAT-SNAP because rats pass up all food
for RAT-SNAP. Three sizes, 25c, 50c,
$1.00. Sold and guaranteed by City Drug Three
Horse

Co.

!

personally

DENTIST

;

Down Rats.

Store,

.*rev

NATURE’S BEST—selected and packed where grown.

AGENCY

Telephone 16-12

Telephone

proper performance
proves
promise.
Beecham’s Pills are
used by people all
over the globe and
have the largest sale
of any medicine in

?0RruM:>

Squash, Pumpkin, Asparagus, Spinach,
Dandelions, Peas, Beans, Corn, Tomatoes,

flLUWS’ BLOCK

MASONIC IEMPLE

? provided

i-.unnimin jn

mom ms.

!

Dr J. C. Stephenson

J-H 14

M>*.i'TfrD AN Aims
P'U TW
.....

1

RAILRCAD,

,

1918.

FROM

V

Is Found In

Farming Land

SUPERBA

Firm

?FEM3E-

imMmwi

Maine

jzt&jeejzfjito* ?
The Answer Supers

Real Istate-1 imbeilands

New York

*83 tecs PAY WR It

exclusively

Z(jA<xf

Albert E. Andrews

oar

Big

j;

Communion ons regarding locations are invited and will receive aition when addressed to any agent
of the Main! Central, or to

-A
dear,

How

IM rts HS.J Vil.

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

bungalow"

prefer pills,

I

n! .P Ron- i*
; A,Also inanufarrurer« •*!
Portland Bone Mecu i.J Portland Limked

limited Raw Material

n

Good

N 52-11

Says, “Don’t Idle
Only See One Rat.”

ate my

Portland

AND

M 781-2

I found my cellar
After trying RAT-SNAP I got 5 dead rats. The
rest later. They pass up the potatoes to eat
RAT-SNAP.’’ If there are rats around
place follow Mr. White’s exyour
ample. Three sizes, 25c, 50c, 11.00. Sold
and guaranteed by Hall-Ellis Co., A. A.
Howes & Co. and City Drug Store.

They

SCSAp'
■

Camps

U ndeve

'ashwith
isms

<

BEEF Sr rap it is safe
has mauimuin protein val
to use—sweet
1 his
season of year above all others it is to your adThe cut shows the sl/U Ik in
vantage to use if
which your dealer sells the genuine PORTLAND
MEAT SCRAP. It is v/orth insisting upon.
A x.4 pa„’e free memorandum bool; will be
mailed at your request. What address please?

Farms,

■

tnow amount K\
to enou^H k

People

combine'*

herbs, well known and u.-^-' by pnyse<*e
dans In their dally pr •.
ln»
ifEHAL Haarlem Oil Caps -\s a.
a
direct
from
the
laboratories
ported
.<*
Ho'land.
They are convenient t.;
an.l will either give prompt r«r f or
for
your money will be refunded
t#
them mi any drug store, but b» ?»•
>D
the
g-et
original
imported
MEDaL brand.
Accept no
s
'r‘hr«*e s
In sealed package*

TO INCREASE EGG PRODUCTION
Made almost

PORTLAND, MAINE.

MEvem
ttOSS !

oils

soothing

start in life.

MAINE

cozy

loned.

;
1

WAR SAVINGS STAMPS’

J.J 631

did, pretty

Locations,

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

w*s.s.

They contain only

centuries.

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new-

m

,a

MEAT

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

k‘no more rent balls
for us, dee, j'm £&d

! we*invested

*oru*

THE EASY ECONOMICAL WAY

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

BOOKS

Hall, Frederick F’.
Toggles, an outdoor boy.
Johnson, Margaret

^

Sites for Summer

am.'

CXJLD MEDA.L Haarlem Gil
once. They are an aid. trie*
preparation used all over the world fo:
Get

Capsules a;

Feed jfOUR Hens

Store, A

Factory

Hotels and

attics and cellars school children of
Mrs.
New England are earning hundreds t'h
fact that when the children coof dollars which they are investing lop*1 rated in
saimying junk they help
in Thrift Stamps and War Savings to educe the
fire loss in the country.
Stain os.
By cleaning away rubbish from yards,
Mrs. H. Barker Whittington director
aliens, cellars and attics the -diances
of Salvage Bureau, First Federal Re- for a fire in or about the home are
serve District, states that thousands
Diuei lessened.
of children are being taught daily the
Recently during Fire Prevention
material Day in Boston, li-emen talked to the
value of salvaging
waste
and exchanging it through Ihe junk school children on the reasons why
man for Thrift Stamps and War Savthey should keep their cellars, attics
and hallways cleared of rubbish. It
ings Stamps.
She brings out the fact that by sal- was brought out t.iat in Boston many
vaging this junk the children are not fires are started because people are
and lax in seeping clean cellars and atindustrious
only taught to be
thrifty, but through their efforts clean tics.

M 781
1917.

«

Q u a rries,

Mil! Sites,

Harold Bell.

Vou

KILLS rats

CHILDREN LEARN THRIFT CY SALVAGING MR

A Syrian

1916.

Nicholson, lileredith.
I,ady Larkspur. 1919.

“I
full.

No organ* of tne huma.n body are so
imp>rtj£u»t to health and long life as the
kidneys. ATien they slow up and commence to lag in their duties, look out!
T'lnd out what tru* trouble is—without
feel nervous,
Whencv
delay.
you
v -.. k,
dixzy. suffer from sleeplessness,
or
have pains in the back—wake up
.it once.
YokIi kidneys need help.
These
are signs to warn vou that your kidar'a
no-t performing their funcneys
tors
They are only naif
properly.
c*hi£ U»eir work an are allowing 1mpuMties to accumuia;? and be convenInto uric. acid anc other poisons,
fj
vrhlch iirr
tusiiig you distress and will
unless they are driven
c.astroy
you
rom you? system

Absolutely

mMsm

THESE CHILDREN KNOW HOW TO EARN i ENN’ES
"I
NDEEDS
LIKE THEM IN NEW ENGLAND ARE SAI/V AGING .1! \
AND
SELLING IT FOR THRIFT STAMPS.
THEY'LL
M A iE
REAL”
AMERICANS.

K 281

Mr. F.ed White

'fief biographies by differed authors.
B 10 El 4
1908.)

DANGEROUS DISEASE

!

(Photo bv International Film Service)

928 C 77

920 L 51

THE MOST

Shooting Rj^hf

■TWtry-i

to pay for

The Brook Kerith.

es

"

1919.

1918.
1918.

Rfeai'ms £ Ammunition

Sold and Guaranteed by C
Drug
A. Howes & .‘o and Hall-h'llis Co.

Polly and the wishing-ring.

Elizabeth

(

j
I
!

buildings.

Moore, George

JUVENILE

Howard Willard

i

prevents odors from
One package proves this.
HAT
SNAP come- in cakes-no mixing w ith other
food. Guaranteed.
25c
size
(1 cake) enough for Paritry,
Kitchen <>r Cellar.
50c size (2 cukes) for Chicken House, coops,
or small buildings
$1.00 szc (5 cake*-) enough "or all farr, and
out buildings, storage
bui bugs, nr factory

Clarence B.

The re-creation of Brian Rent.
1919.
W 928-9 i
Zangwill, Edith Ayrton
The rise of a star.
Z 131
1918.

BIOGRAPHY

LOOK FOR
THE FED BALL
TRADE MARK

carcass.

H 862

T 75 J 62

T O Si -2

Is your throat sore?
Breathe Hyomei.
Have you catarrh?
Breathe Hyomei.
Have you a cough?
Breathe Hyomei.
Have you a cold?
Breathe Hyomei.
Hyomei is the one treatment for nose,
throat, and lung troubles. It does not contain cocaine, morphine or other dangerous
drug and does away with stomach dosing.
Just breathe it through the little pocket
inhaler that comes with each outfit.
A complete outfit costs but littie at A.
I A. Howes & Co.’s or any reliable druggist
and Hyomei is guaranteed to banish catarrl, croup, c. ughs, colds, sore throat
and bronchitis or money back. A Hyomei
inha.er lasts a Iifeltime and extra botlles
of Hyomei can be obtained from druggists for a few cents.

Also mice.

r
\es

Wright,

Esther

writers.

H 52-6

T 74 J 62

'antic castles and palaces,
9s seen and described
by

famous

H 49-6

1907.

A mummer’s wife.
T 759 J 62

19U4.

Green mansions; a romance
of the tropical forest. 1917.
The highflyers.

C. White)

South.

Hichens, Robert
Barbary sheep.
Hudson, W. H.

Kelland,

ears

e

Maurice

Queen of Seois.

nonsence:

^

823.6 G 57

Hewlett,

arolyn

eus

Ar-7

Illustrated by E. J. Sullivan.

794 L 33

LITERATURE

1

von

uoidsimth, (.Oliver
The Vicar of Wakefield.

Edward
and checkers. 1918.

327 P 8

Christopher and Columbus.

635 P 12

GAMES

ry.

975.5 P-2

Arnim, Mary Annette,

garden victorious.

ver, Louis
w era
in

1919.

America among the nations.
1917.
FICTION

iiarles Lathrop
ar

B 40 J 98

Powers, Harry Huntington

ARTS

1919.

■

lUiy.

arms.

The old South.

John Robert
aese

T 72 B 61

Page, Thomas Nelson
370 Sm 5

SO DOES THE PRICE!

St|8

1919-1920

package

and Catarrh Often
Relieved in Two Minutes.

*

y49.3 W 58

A Mexican journey.
1912.
Jusserand, Jean Adrien A. J.

371 L 63

1912.

•'!

1919.

package
during the war

THE FLAVOR LASTS

PAT- SNAP

personal narrative.

a

CHAUTAUQUA COURSE
Blichfeldt, Emil Harry

1915

USEFUL

920

war

NOW1

money.”—American Legion Weekly.

Everett T.

Louisa (Watsoni

2 vols.

with
pedagogy,
•aI application to the
illiam Hawley
children of all

1918.

package
before the

Colds, Coughs, Croup

..

Mrs. Private Peat, by herself.
1918.
940.91 P 32
Whitlock, Brand

370 K 64

ay

e

........

Belgium;

Lillian Isabel

school.

Peat,

c a

tape

The story of General Pershing.
1919.
B-P 421
HISTORY

EDUCATION
h Omega

a

5c

a

bORE THROAT

come together
c-nid
right unde, the arm.”
“And tli it's a button-hole, is it?”
said another, "V- .1, it won’t ever
bother me again, for sur
It looks as th >ugh any number of
Philadelphia children were going to be
dressed more inexpensively and more
prettily—and more easily—than ever
before.
never

Tomlinson,

1919

your

acres,

Stamps, War Savings Stamps and
Treasury Savings Certificates.

Velzora J. Nickerson,
Committee on Resolutions

5c

a

A young Swede in South Dakota who
had been sent out to collect bills for the
general store returned with this report:
“\on Brown, he say he pay when he
sell his wheat; Ole Oleson, he say he
pay
when he sell his oats; and Yon
Yonson,
he say he pay in Yanuary.”
In January,” repeated the
proprietor,
surprised.
“Why, he never set a date
before. Are you sure he said January?”
“Veil, Ay tank it bane Yanuary. He
say it bane dam cold day when you get

measure, and an efficient teacher, the
class is making rapid progress.
“So that’s the way to cut out a
shoulder!” sighed one mother in relief
when the firs'-: c -mo station ended, “I

Gordon.

Library

j

Taught Dressmaking

are

with the blackboard patterns,

wo*

in other big
know how to make dresses
One of the activities
:n hats.
Ci .imaait v Service has started
tropi 'is is a
1

entered our grange and called to the great
grange above our dearly beloved sister,
Winifred Stinson, therefore, be it
Resolved, That while we bow in submission to His will, we deeply feel the
loss of one who as an officer served efficiently and faithfu ly, and as a member
was ever
ready to contribute to all that
was helpful to the
grange.
Resolved, That we extend to the family
who have been bereft of a
loving wife,
daughter and sister, our heartfelt symin
pathy
their
sorrow, and may the in!
fluence of her beautiful character and
sunny disposition remain with them as a
source of comfort.
Resolved, That, in memory of our departed sister our charter be draped; that
a
page in our records be reserved for
these resolutions and they be spread
thereon; that a copy be sent to the family, and that copies be sent to the local
papers for publication.

feet

Savings Certificates will i
be redeemable unless they are
j
cashed in at once.
As a matter of fact these government securities will be sold indefiniiely.
Again, their face value inMassachusetts led all of the New
creases daily and a person whe reEngland states during September in
tains his securities will be able to the sale of Thrift
Stamps. War Savcash them in for more money at ings Stamps and
Treasury Sat ngs
the date they mature.
Certificates.
Figures show that the
Fake Scheme
'Catches'’ Thousands. sales for this month total $250 819.44.
Statistics from Washington show Massachusetts also leads the other
that after every war in which th>
New England states in the tom! sale
C. S. has participated the people
j of these government securties to
of this country have lined uy waiting date.
Her total sales aggregate $3,for an opportunity to plunge into
075 053.88.
the current of unconsidemi specuNext to Massachusetts in sales for
lation.
All that was necessary to th
month of September h ill.. .It*
“catch” these people was an as.-tur- I Island with a total of .S75.507.6'i. Conan (a
that “the water's fine
Hun- j neciicut follows eiti.,e behind with
dreds of millions of dolli.r.-, figures ! total sales amounting to $69. 14 ::il.
show, have bt tn leaf in these u nwise Maine’s total -ales amount to s;._.
ventures in the past and millions 120.80.
New Hampshire s lot.al sales
are
being lost today in the present amount to $48,401.73 anti Vermont is
craze for stock gambling.
in the cellar position with $18,227.08
not

Granite Grange, North Searsport, has
adopted the following resolutions:
Whereas, the Divine Master has again

represented the company as having
capital stock of $4,1100.000,000, with a
working capital of $37.50 to pay guaranteed dividends semi-daily
except
Sunday. The Munchausen Company,
said the article, held four tracts, the

Govern-

Treasury

KfcbOLUflONS OF RESPECT

Portland Rendering Co., Portanld, Me.

j

519

1

(By Courtesy

CATARRH JES HARM

of The Boston Post )

H. S.
Miss Anna Cochrane of Frankfort is

Whether It Is of the Nose, Throat,
or Other Organs, Get Rid of It,
Catarrh of tho nose or throat when
it heroines chronic weakens the delicate lung tissues, deranges the digestive organs, and may lead to consumption. It impairs the taste, smell
and hearing, and affects the voice. It
is a constitutional disease and re-

quires

visiting at P. H Grant’s.
Several from here attended the Thanks-

giving ball at Belfast Thanksgiving night.
Messrs. Pearl Crockett and Hamilton
Jenxens are drilling
Montville.

constitutional remedy.

a

Take Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which
the blood removes the
cause of the disease and
gives permanent relief.
This alterative and
tonv medicine has proved
entirely
>rv to thousands of families
in ih-ee generations.
If there is biliousness or
constipation, lake Hood’s Pills,—they are a
thorough cathartic, r. gentle laxative.

by i unifying

Mrs. McNulty are guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Grant.
Mr

and

tained

Mrs. E.

H. Clements enter-

large family party Thanksgiv-

a

ing Day.
LeRoy Wadleigh has received his
mission

from

mate

as

com-

Rockland

the

School uf Navigation.
Mr.

and Mrs. C.

page of Bangor

G. Bryer and W. II.

were

Thanksgiving guests

Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Knowles entertained Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Carleton
and Mr. and Mrs. J.

H.

Young,

Thanks-

giving Day.
Banghart of Gorham, N.
H., who was called here by the death of
his wife’s mother, Mrs. Carrie M. Chase,
re urned home Friday.
Rev.

Chas.

The High and Grammar schools enjoyed a recess from Wednesday until Mon-

day.

The

schools had
Mr

and

primary

session Friday.

one

and

Mrs.

Thanksgiving

intermediate

C.

S.

had

Nason

as

Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Campbell, A.
E. Campbell and Percy Campbell of Somer iile, Mass
Miss Winifred Nealley, who teaches in
was at the home of her parents,

Milford,

Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Nealley, for the holiNeal Merrill of Freeport was also a

da

guest at the Nealley home.
and

Mr.

Mrs.

A.

L.

Blaisdell

were

Thanksgiving guests of his brother and
wife, Mr and Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell of
Belfast. who

entertained

at

dinner

in

their honor at the Windsor Hotel.
Mrs

William

the

ich

he Brooks Farmers’ Union store has
been moved across the street and attached to the grain building.
Mr. Walter H.

younger generation has been enttie excellent coasting since the

I he

and sleet storm of Thanksgiving

snow

But the rain of Saturday night put
.1 to their sport at present for not a

e-,
ai,

vestige of snow
day morning.

be

to

was

on

seen

Sun-

Ralph VS. Lane left Monday evening,
for Baltimore, in response to a
Not
i,
telegram from John Dotten who is harf of a large line of freight steambc :
Mr.
far foreign and domestic ports.
i.-.pes to secure a berth on the La

er-

La

.e

Bette

1

on

next

er

Bordeaux,

trip to

France.
cf

Friends

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Ross A.

Thompson sympathize with them in the
b-

loss

ieath of their little

Roswell

son

Tuesday morring of last week, after a
brief liiness, with congestion of the brain.
He '.as a fine and promising little fellow
in the second grade in school.
Funeral
serx ices were held at the home Thursday
aliernoon, Rev. C. A. Purdy officiating.

Harold H.

Hollingshead, Jr., of Montclair, N. J., and Miss Katherine Chase
Quimby, accompanied by the latter’s
mother, Mrs. George A. Quimby, left on
the morning train Tuesday for Portland,
where they were married at high noon at
the residence of Mr. and Mrs. James F.
70 Neal street.
Only Mrs.

Preston,
Quimby,

Mr. and

Faulkner

were

.ckett,

lager, were well patronized
.arge- crowd who seemed to enjoy
Cra
me
productions of “What

b
tt

m

h cede Sam 1

id Up His

Sleeve,” and the
Ctoldwyn screen success,
“Shadows,”
featuring Geraldine Farrar. The ball,
inch

followed, was also
enjoyable occasion.
tv

an

especially

Mrs. Walter A.

Cowan has been apooii.'.cd chairman of the sale of Red Cross
Christmas
.o
o

seals,

and has received

dispose of in the
Dec.

10 inclusive.

of the seals

mean so

wore

train for Boston

route to the groom’s
home, where they will remain until after

Christmas,
for

en

when

they will return

here

brief

visit. They will leave early
in January for Pallia, Brazil, their home.
The bride is a graduate cf the Belfast
High school and took a three years
a

at the New England Conservatory
Music.
She possessed a clear and

course

of

sweet soprano

voice and

was

ing her sister. Mrs. Ada Mixer.
The stork presented Mr. and Mrs. Percy
H. Grant with a 10 1-2 pound boy, Robert Percy, Sunday, Nov. 23rd. Mrs. Jose-

phine Fogg is caring for Mrs. Grant.
There

so

little and

much.

A large crowd

were

her relatives and friends.

attended by
Rev. C. A.

Purdy, pastor of the church, officiated,
his sermon being appropriate to the life
and

character of Mrs.

he gave
close he

a

Chase to whom

meritorious tribute.

At the

read Tennyson’s Crossing the
Bar, which was a favorite of hers. F.
W. Haley was funeral director and the
remains were taken to Unity to repose in
the family lot beside her husband. Thus
has passed on a noble, lovable and sweet
Christian woman, beloved and respected
by all who knew her, one who was active

»n deeds of kindness and benevolence in
the church and elsewhere, and who will
be long remembered for her many sterling

qualities of mind and heart.
Mrs.

Julia

A.

saw

the great actress

Thanksgiving evening. A dance followed
with music by Bowen’s three-piece orchestra, assisted by Mr. Harry H. Peavey
clarinetist.
The following parties spent Thanksgiving in town: Miss Christine A. Jones
of Washington, D. C., and Mr. Hollis W.

Carmel, at

She also appeared frequently in leading parts in amateur operas, etc.
For several years she lias been in Sao

of

Paulo, Brazil, with

Kneeland

sister,

Streeter’s; Mr."
Portland, at C.

Mrs.

the

Nazimova in the big seven reel feature
at
Crockett’s Theatre
Revelation

W. S.

Jones’;

3rd Period—15 Minutes

Boulter

Dangler,

2-2
Walker
Hall

Gould

the family of her
C. C. Pineo.
It was there

at. E. C.

Edwin

of

W.

Belfast,

Boody’s; Mr.
jCorinna, at Rev.
Clifton

P.

here, during

and

checks.

at

tended the public schools.
By his pleasing personality and genial disposition he
endeared himself to many friends. Their
incessant and kind thoughts of him during the long period of suffering previous
to his death, gave marked evidence of the
high esteem in which he was held. He
is survived by a widow, Eva M. Bagley,
a
daughter, A. Marion Bagley, a soil,
Charles Wildes Bagley, and an aunt, Mrs. 1
Ada E. Wildes of Belfast. A largely attended funeral service was held at the
home Tuesday afternoon, the Rev. Daniel
Birtner of the North Congregational
church officiating. The hymns, “Sometime We Will Understand,” “Beautiful
Isle of Somewhere,” and “In the Garden,” were rendered by Isabel Bubier
Ramsdell. There were many beautiful
floral tributes, including set pieces from
the J. J. Grover Mutual Benefit Association and the Goodyear Operating Union.
The interment was in Pine Grove Ceme-

Vickery of Primrose

Chapter, District Deputy

2. Sell the securities (as Liberty Bonds were sold; in smaller
lots proportionately to the people of Maine—both to the financiers and to the smaller investors as well. (This take? more

salesmen.)
We are p:oud of the fact that Central Maine Power
Company Preferred Stock
the kind that can be sold openly—that;it can be put before all the
people ot
Maine in newspaper advertisements. Only one kind of security can be
persistently and successfully advertised and that is the right kind—We are proud
that we emplov 20 preferred stock salesmen. It takes a big force to call on
the smaller investors and to gain real customer ownership.
is

We

any other

tery.

MONROE.

If this sort of security appeals to you,
representatives or direct.

Mr. and Mrs. F. F.

The

Palmer held their

reception at Monroe town hall Nov. 25.
They were the recipients of many valuable and beautiful gifts, for which they

ried Monday at 2 p. m at the home of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred B.
Smith. Kev. I homas H. Martin officiated
with the double, ring service. They were
unattended.
The bride wore a becoming
gown of brown taffeta and her coat and
hat matched in color. They came to Belfast immediate!) after the service and are
housekeeping in the second story of the
Brooks house on Congress street. The
bride is a graduate nurse of the Waldo
County Hospital and the groom is a
member the ofitirm of Coombs Brothers,
confectioners on Phoenix Kow. Both are
popular and highly esteemed young people and have the best wishes of all.

They

of the Grand

Chapter of the Eastern
tar, has inspected the following chapters: Rosewood of Searsmont, Cushing of Winterport, Bagaduce of North Brooksville, S.
K. Whiting of Castine, Happy Valley of
Brooks, Anchor of Searsport, Riverside
of Orland, Bethany of Stockton Springs,
Antioch of Unity, and Josiah H. Drummond of Thorndike.

yield-6

cause.

The

W. L. COOK
Undertaker

The exclusive grade of cod-liver oil used in Scott’o Emulsion is the famous;
“S. & B. Process.” made in Norway and refined in our otun American
laboratories. It is a guarantee of purity and palatability unsurpassed.
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield. N. J.
19-30

!

in the State of

Nice Line of i

I

Total

Deduct:

Mustarlne

Tel. 61-3

Maine.

blister—it is always
readv
for
use—it’s
grandmother's
oldfashioned
mustard
with
plaster
other
up-to-date pain killers added.
The best and quickest remedy in the
f< r
world
lameness, sore muscles. stiff
neck, cramps in leg, earache, backache,
headache and toothache.
Bogy's M'astarine—ask foi it by name.
Is
made
of
real, honest, yellow m *starc^—not cheap substitutes, tlse it freely
to draw
the pain fnun those sore feet_
it h great
for
chilblains, too, and for
frosted feet.
Ask fur and get Mustarlne
always in the yellow box.
wont

a

For Christmas,

!

s

both framed and in sheet, and
the prices are not much higher. We also carry a
large line of MOULDING for FRAMING and can
do your work right, but any Christmas orders should

^

be

|

brought

in as

soon as

possible.

j

j
^
t

■

M. P. Woodcock & Son

l

Thursday, Friday

Saturday

-ON-

Dresses

(luistniiis Memoir

Dresses

MRS. FRANKEL has just returned from New York. While there she purchased
price reductions and we will give you the benefit of EVERY
DOLLAR we saved in our buying.

244 dresses at sensational

The styles

Ail Wool

are

the very latest and the materials the best.

The dresses

are

in

Serge, Wool Jersey, Taffeta, Satin, Crepe de Chine and
Chine Georgettte. All colors and sizes.

NOW

NOW

$25.50

$18.50
A good

ALL

opportunity

SUITS

to

get

AND

Come early before the sizes

are

a new

FOR THE OLD FOLKS j

picked

*15.98

AT

REDUCED

PRICES^r

over.

BARGAIN STORE
Tel. 228-5

j

t;(.

(other than bank acceptances

..

gg ggQ,,
ppg o
I.
r_>p,
biMhU

..

MEADER’S SALVE. Good for young,
Great for colds, burns, chaps and Other bonds, securities, etc.
piles. For sale at A. A. Howes & Go’s. Securities other than U. S. bonds (not including stocks) owned
pledged...
Sample free Ifor first week in December.
too.

Home

Employment

“CAN YOU BRAID YOUR HAIR?”
If so, you can obtain pleasant, easy and
well-paid work making braided rugs for
When writus right.’in your own home.
ing for further particulars, send a small
sample mat to show the quality of braiding and sewing you are capable of doing.
PINK 11 AM ASSOCIATES, INC.,
302 Washington Ave., Portland, Me.
6m49

Circulating

running
Inquire at

ith

Individual

boards and timber,
Lumber used in barn which was 100x46x
19 ft. post, barn was built of new lumber
two years ago and blew down before completed. Will not sell in small lots, but
will sell whole amount at half price.
EVERETT BEN WICK,
Morrill, Maine.
49
Tel. Liberty, 13-15.

Work Wanted
BOY.

Apply

a

HIGH SCHOOL

at

to check..

j!
1

Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30
to 30 days or more notice and postal savings):

days

or

636,377

Beat the High Cost
of Living
by taking advantage of this offer: 28
NEW Kitchen Ranges and Parlor Heaters
to be sold at 25 per cent off regular price.
J. AUSTIN

MCKEEN,

Belfast, Maine.

74

subject

Certificates of deposit (other than for money borrowed)
Other time deposits..
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve. ..$2,071,294
..

Jb

United States Deposits, (other than postal savings):
Other United States deposits, including deposits of U. S, disbursing
officers...
U. S. Government securities borrowed, withoutfurnishmg collateral
security for same..
U. S. Government Securities borrowed for which collateral security
was furnished.
Bills payable, with Federal Reserve Bank.

1,000 00
45.000 00

Total.

$3,

Liabilities for rediscounts,including those with Federal Reserve Bank
Total

contingent liabilities.

State of Maine, County of Waldo, ss:
I, R. A. Bramhall, Cashier of the above-named bank, do
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief,

solemnly
Ii. A.

THE JOURNAL OEEICE.

44

25,747 51

(de-

serve....

Lumber for Salej

by

deposits subject

reserve

Certificates of deposits due in less than 30 days (other than f.«r
money borrowed).
Dividends unpaid
Total demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to re-

lights.

Sixty thousand

81,8'.*:* 79
40 732 64

outstanding.

Demand deposits, (other than bank deposits) subject to
posits payable within 30 days).

42 Union Street.

to 6

notes

..

v

216 91

I>,

Net amounts due to National Banks...
Net amounts due to banks, bankers and trust companies.
Certified checks outstanding..
Cashier's checks on own bank outstanding.
Total of items...

tf49

from 2

125

Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid.
Amount reserved for all interest accrued..

LET
tenement

15,000 00

LIABILITIES.
stock paid in...
Surplus lund....
Undivided profits.

ing issuing new books.
W1LMERJ. DORMaN, Treasurer
Belfast, Dec. 1, 1919.-3w49

room

94,99.

Total...

Capital

Three

1,083,400 25

..

Book No. 17,968, issued by this bank, has
been lost and application has be.n made for
a duplicate book according to laws regulat-

TO

un-

Collateral Trust and other notes ol >' rporations issued for not less
than ONE YEAR nor more than THREE YEARS’ time..
Total bonds, securities, etc., other tnau U. S..
Stocks, other than Federal Reserve Bank stock.
Stock of Federal Reserve Bank (50 per cent of subscription
Value of banking house, owned and unincumbered.
Equity in banking house.
Lawfui reserve with Federal Reserve Bank.
(’ash in vaults and net amounts due from national banks
Checks on other banks in the same city or town of reporting bank
Total of items..
Checks on banks located outside of city or town as reporting bank
and other cash items.
Redemption fund with U. S Treasurer and due from U.S. Treasurer
Interest earned but not collected —approximate -on Notes and Bills
receivable not past due.
Otaer assets, if any, offset to item 25, liabilities..

3m49

dress for the FIREMEN’S BALL.

COATS

NEW YORK
Main Street.

NOW

$j

Deposited to secure circulation, (par value)..
Pledged to secure IT. S deposits ( par value)..
Pledged as collateral for State or other deposits or bills payable..
Owned and unpledged.
War Savings Certificates and Thrift Stamps actually owned.
Total U S. Government Securities..

THAT LASTS THE YEAR AROUND!

water and electric

Dresses

5 44 Go~

loans..

secured, none; unsecured, $249 95..
U. S. Government securities Owned

Notice is hereby given that Savings Hank

and

business

Overdraft-

Belfast Savings Bank

SPECIAL SALE

at the close of
November 17, 1919

sold) ..£ 97.238 it)
Foreign Bills of Exchange or Drafts sold with indorsement of this
bank.

•

Pictures

Maine,

discounts, including rediscounts.

Loans and

Embalmer

Licensed

Belfast,

IN 5 MINUTES

Company

RI port OF THE CONDITION 01

N jtes and bills rediscounted

of Rheumatism and Gout, Neuralgia. Lumbago, Chest Colds and
Sore Throat Ended in Half the
Time It Takes Other Remedies.

net

RE (

quested.

Agony

ou

The City National Bank, at Bella

License 377.

a

of

one

Augusta, Maine

N„. 7,8«

We Have

To

Central Maine Power

may

rich in purest Norwegian ccd-liver oil, feeds the weakened
nerves and at the same time enriches the blood.
Do not
take nerve sedatives or nerve stimulants, take Scott’s. It
is the standard tonic-food that puts strength in place
of weakness. Be sure it's Scott's Emulsion.

!

through

price-$107.50

The

The annual meeting of Primrose Chapter, O. E. S will be held Friday evening
at 7.30 o’clock.
A full attendance is re-

kills pain

order

vou can

wish to thank their many friends.

NEURALGIA

Harold T. Coombs of this city and Miss
Lillian M. Smith of Searsport were mar-

Preferred Stock than

own our

guest at Fred Cun-

was a

Dangerous drugs or tonics are of litde use.
rel ieve the pain but do not remove the
help that counts most is nourishment.

COOM BS-SMITH

security

territory, mere people
Government Bonds.

our

save

It takes a pretty substantial, safe, stable security to be so popular
among th
people who know it best, The people of Central Maine have been buying or
preferred stock steadily tor considerably over a decade.

Mr. Lloyd Watson spent Thanksgiving
with his parents.

Mrs. Lizzie York and Miss S. A. Manhave both been confined to the house
with bad colds and sore throats.

A fast and clean game of basket ball
played in Union Hall Thanksgiving

Bahia.

proud that, in

are

sur

was

South America a few years connected
with a branch of the National cJty Bank
of New York. He will he manager of a

died November 22nd at his home in Lynn
an illness of five months.
He was
born in Belfast, April 28, 1877, and atafter

Charles Durham of the II. of M. spent

ker’s.

made many friends
his visits.
He has been in

a

1. Slip around quietly among the big financiers, mostly in
other States, and sell its securities to a few rich men. (This
can be done with a few salesmen.)

Bagley,

a^lew days with hisparents last week.

Searsport,

coin

P. Bagley, son of the late Capt.

ningham’s last week.

Roberts of

she met tiie groom.
She returned home
H Roberts’; Mr. Lawlast spring and since September has been I rence Jenkens of
Waterville, at H. E.
the popular music teacher in the public
Jenkens’; Miss Pearl Gilchrist of Knox, at
schools.
She has been given several Mrs. Mildred
Emmons,’ Mr. and Mrs. Wilshowers and was the recipient of many bur Blodgett of
at W. E. Bar-

gifts, including gold
Mr. Hollingshead has

Harry

Carl Whelan

E.

Maine hydro-electric company *ants to develop more
is
likely to finance the development in one of two ways:
power it
When

HARRY P. BAGLEY

Mr. and

Mrs. George Beers of Skowhegan, at J.
W. Hobbs’; Mr. and Mrs. Everett Tasker

Chase, widow of Rev. Benjamin F. Chase,
held at the Methodist church Wed-

and better way

newer

Dangler
Crocker

Mrs. Cowan has

which cost

nesday forenoon and

fifty-five couple at

apply to John D. Gibbs of this town.

sons

Jones of

prominent

soloist.

were

dancing school at Crockett’s Theatre last
Monday. All those wishing to take les-

The funeral services of Mrs. Carrie M.
were

Walker
Hall, 2

1

organized her committee who will sell
the seals in the territory assigned to
them, as a house to house canvass will be
necessary to complete the work in the
time specified.
As this is a worthy ob;ect, the prevention and cure of tuberculosis in our own State, it is hoped that
ah will respond to this appeal to promote
.he public health by purchasing generousy

The bride

present.

son

Miss Celia Waning of Troy, who has
been operated on at the Waldo County
Hospital for appendicitis recently, is visit-

20,000

days from Dec.

Leri

Mrs. Preston and

tailored suit of blue Bolivia cloth.
A
luncheon followed the ceremony and Mr.
and Mrs. Hollingshead left on the 3.45

lie moving pictures given at Union
Hill on Thursday evening by Wilbur
C

Gould
Brown

Pearl W. and Abbie E. (Larrabee*

Young has charge of the stores.

HOI.LINGSHEAU.QL/IMBY.

week to

last week.

jcying

Lane, 2
Hobbs, 2

Ellis,

Dangler, 2-2-2

Brown, 2
Dangler
Thomas, State Superintend- Lane
2
Crocker
ent of Schools, of Augusta will speak in Hobbs,
Total score, B. H. S. 20; C. A. A. 18.
Crockett’s Theatre December 19th, at
R feree, W. R. Lane; Scorer, B. Madthe school fair.
dox; Timekeeper, J. W. Hobbs.

branch of his bank

expected to dock at Baltimore

.vas

tine A. Jones at her parents’.

John

Mr. Dotten who is chief engineer on
linO-ton freight steamer La Bette

30;n

-y.

son

last

Baltimore, Md.,

to

went

and

Dotten

Selling securities the

2nd Period—10 Minutes
2-2

Dr. A. O

as a

guests Mr. and Mrs. Geo.

1st Period—15 Minutes
B. H. S.
C. A. A.
Dangler, 2-2
Walker
Hall, 2
Lane, 2
Dangler
Crocker
Hobbs, 2-2-2

Boulter
Gould
Brown

Boulter,

and family.

a

of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Ritchie.

well for parties in

who has employment
in Dexter, spent the week-end with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Ellis, Jr.,

Miss Ruby Gray spent the Thanksgiving recess at her home in Swanville.
and

a

score:

Miss Margaret Sargent of Monroe spent
the week-end as the guest of Miss ChrisBernard F.

WINTERPORT

Mr.

night between Clinton A. A. and Brooks
The following is the lineup and

BROOKS.

Subscribed and

sworn

to before

me

this first

day

of

fL, s.]
Correct—Attest:
C. W.
V. A.
E. A.

Lee Robinson, who has been having a
short vacation from his duties as clerk,
and driver at the local office of the American Railway Express Co., secured a large
deer a short distance outside of Belfast

recently.

swear

that

BRAMHALL,

t

<

December. 1919.
RALPH 1. MORSE, Notary Pu*

WESCOTT,
SIMMONS,
SHERMAN.

)>•
\

kDire

WANTED
A FURNISHED RENT of three
or

more.

Apply

at

THE JOURNAL OFFL

<

Wilder Creamer and family of North-!
a tenement on Condon

port have taken

street for the winter.

Get the Christmas

Spirit

hostess.

days

and be

you

sure.

Money is a medium of exchange, but
change it after they get hold of it.
Am 1 TALKING TO

some

going

to see, so

people forget

Miller street.

Rice, nearly 86 years of age, a
not only of the Civil war, but
also in the employ of the shoe factory, is
confined to his room with an attack of
Thomas

real

joy

a

of

begin

YOU GET YOURS LAST WEEK ? If not, don’t put it off too
long, for with
the ever increasing cost of materials and the demands of labor, it is next to imto hold the low prices on our coats, but regardless of cost here
thev are
and with new ones to pick from, $16 98 to $75.00.

inflammatory rheumatism

to ex-

The Women's

Alliance

Didpossible

of

the First ;
Parish (Unitarian1 will meet at the home
of Miss E Frances Chase, Church St.,

YOU ?

at
three
Thursday, afternoon
Mr. Hartwell L. Woodcock will
talk on ‘’Life in the Latin Quar-

this,

o’clock.

you felt when you were a boy, and someone
well filled stocking and you will
pav the bill, and feel the

giving.

DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP

veteran

Just remember how
will have

For Christmas at the

Raymond Collins of this city recently
bought a large lumber lot in South China
and has moved his family there from 25

Come out from behind that wall of indifference
and selfishness and
make someone happy by buying them
something they need. You
do not know how many Christmas
are
now

Coats, Sweaters, Furs and Hats

The North Church Guild will meet next
Monday evening with Mrs. W. L. West,
W. Jennys will be assistant
Mrs. C.

give

a

|

goes:

ter.”

Yours truly,

BERT L. DAVIS

i

Neck Pieces, $10.50 to $42.50
Muffs,
12.50 to 40.00
Sets.
29.50 to 60.00

Peter Gallagher has returned from the
Old Glory horse sale in New York and
brought with him a very handsome and !
stylish yearling, Volata by Peter Volo, |
2.02.
Mr. Gallagher is an expert trainwill

and

er

have his

new

filly

on

the

Jack-o-Lantern Sweaters.

track-next summer.
Castanus M

■

Mrs. Ivy M Gordon returned
Monday
from a short visit with her sister
in

be News ot Belfast
NEW
:t

L.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Davis publishes

a

The public schools had

Wednesday

Plymouth.
The first of a series of
weekly whist
parties will be given Thursday
evening,
Dec. 14th, at the chapel under the direction of the ladies of the St.
Francis

Christmas

Central Maine Power Co. offers
Preferred Stock to Maine investors
1>
17.50.

afternoon

a

recess

until

ternoon at

Smalley and family left

from

house

by
:

Clements

and

almost at your

oi

vouils

jaraes

ri.

imuey

own

$3.98

price.

to

,lot

$11.98
«*» re.

U

us

"

bt',e-L: to ,be sold this
week

°U

show you.

Truly,

oi

Waldo has bought of Mrs. Lilly Stew'art
Jones her residence at the corner of High

3 o’clock

appreciated.

Let

Jnprt'1

one
,ack °
Lanten Sweaters. Very'newest
All colors ant. sizes. $10.98 to 81 T Q8

Tailored Hats.

family who

moved there last Friday.
v-iera.

be

seen to

Other Sweaters

Church street has been taken

on

Harry

Robert Cross has returned from a bur
Assisi church.
I and Commercial streets and will occupy
Prizes will be given and
j ing trip in the vicinity of Kineo bring, ig it. Mrs Jones will make her home for
cake and colTee served.
All are cordialColonial Theatre publishes picture
with him two large bucks.
the present with her mother, Mrs. Sarah
ly invited. Admission 25 cents.
am for the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert R
McDonald L Stewart, Main street.
L Luce, Inc., advertises the VicRemember the public supper t« be given
have closed their residence on Northport
ft Certificate for Christmas.
Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Bangor, for- !
in Memorial Hall at
6 30 p. m
Dec. 10th avenue
and left Tuesday for Nashua, N. merlv of this city, was tendered a
Searsport National Bank publishes under the auspices of the
j
recepSons of Veter: t of condition.
H., to spend the winter.
tion last. Thursday evening by the Odd
ans and their
as
a
Auxiliary
benefit
e
to
City National Bank publishes
Fred A. Johnson, who has been confined Fellows ani Rebekahs of Bangor.
This
the new school building fund.
nent of condition.
The pubto his home on Congress street with an
was in honor of his recent election as
Woodcock A Son advertises nar- lic is urged to attend and the
tickets are
bulbs, Christmas cards and pictures 50 cents.
injured knee for several weeks, is now Grand Master of the State Lodge of Odd
ristmas.
able to be about the house and is gaining Fellows. In the receiving line with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm J Matthews and
ews Bros,
advertise storm winSmith and other State officers was Mr.
rapidly.
to save coal and add comfort,
family spent Thanksgiving at the home
Samuel Adams of Belfast, a past Grand
ist Savings Bank advertises Book
The annual dance of the Honk and Lad
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Stinson in North
lost.
der Company will be held in the Armory Master.
Searsport. These two coupies are all
adv. of three-room tenement to let.
on Ihursday
Rev. Harry H. Upton of Sprmgvale,
evening, Dec. 18, with music
that are left of the many of 50 years ago,
:tt Fenwick, Morrill, offers lumby McKeen’s orchestra. Herbert. Benner who with his wife and little daughter are
r sale.
and they have all passed their 77Lh birthis captain of this
guests at the home of Mrs. T. O. Hayes,
adv. of work wanted by High
company.
days 2nd celebrated their golden wedd boy.
The costume party given by the Soph- was given a complete surprise party last
dings
together.
Corner Cigar Store advertises a
Friday evening. It was his birthday and
omores of the B. H. S. in Odd Fellows
down sale of articles for Christ- i
Don’t miss the Dutch garden party to
v e Colonial in
hail Wednesday evening under the direc- with Mrs. Upton was at
be held at the Armory
afternoon and
New York Bargain Stor offers a
tion of
their class advisor, Miss Eva the early evening. This gave the guests
arrive and al’ was in readsale of dresses for Thursday, Fri- | evening, Dec. 11th, under the auspices cf
Wentworth, teac ier, was a most delight- opportunity to
the Universalist Learue.
nd Saturday.
The sales will
ful alTair. Games were played and re- mess on his return. The evening was
obscot Bay Electric Co. advertises
include fancy articles, aprons, cooked
and with music.
Refreshfreshments served. The student body, spent socially
ien washing machine, a favorite
food, ice cream, etc. In the evening
ments were served.
Tie women.
the
teachers
and Supt. and Mrs. E E.
|
Windsor Hotel advertises its Sun- there will be a special entertainment and
The Electrical World publishes a table
Roderick were guests.
mner.
refreshments, followed by dancing with
the average length of the artifishowing
A doubie drowning accident occurre :
Davis Sample Shop offers coats,
music by McKeen’s orchestra.
Aftercia! lighting hours per day as follows:
'ers furs and hats for Christmas
when
Monday
two
of
morning,
Winternoon admission free; evening,
dirty-live
l hours and 33 minutes; July', 2
iuotes prices.
port’s well Known young men Roy Fields June,
C.ty Drug Store advertises Christ- cents with no war tax.
hours and 36 minutes: August, 3 hours
and
i
Fred
lost
.heir
Perkins,
lives
when
-tationery and holiday lines.
SorTil Belfast, a very pleasant the
and 9 minutes: September, 4 hours; Octoboat capsized in which they with
McLaughlin gives notice of dinfamily reunion w'as held at the home of three other men were
ber, 4 :toi: s ant! 54 minutes; November, 6
r
35 cents at the Commercial
crossing the stream
Rev. and Mrs. M E. Curtis in East Belhours nd 11 minutes; December r* hours
opposite the Judge Bowden farm to the
John F. Rogers has furnished flat
fast on Thanksgiving day, when every
woods on the Frankfort side of the ami 51 minutes; January. 6 hours and 32
: rnt.
member of their family was present.
A
5 hours and 23 minSarah E. Rogers publishes a card
stream, where they were employe! on minutes; February,
delicious turkey dinner with all the fixutes; March, 4 hours and 6 minutes; April,
auks.
he Charles A. Me Kenney lumber lot.
3 hour* and 29 minutes; May, 2 hours
adv. of furnished rent wanted.
ings was served at noon, covers being
Capt. E. O Patterson, a former Belfast and 57 minutes.
C. S. Webber advertises practical I laid for eighteen.
The af ernoon was
for Christmas.
who was Chief Inspector of
Ship
pleasantly spent with social chat and boy,
oi
ast Building Co. gives notice in reI singing gospel hymns....Irvin Beacn of Construction, Eastern Division lr S. S.
overdue subscriptions.
very beam;; '■•! but equally destructive.
nnnelPs Restaurant wants woman I Lewiston ha- been visiting his parents, B., during the war. resigned to take comtree from trunk to tiny twig was
mand of the l S. Tr? ining Ship Newton' Every
(tieri work.
! Mr. and Mrs. F I Beach, in Northport.
covered with thii ice. The garden shrubs,
—r
F. ilorr, Portland, advertises
Gn his arrival at Newport
News, Va., he
;St
interest continues in the series or games
hedges, even the small blades of grass on
was made Supt. of the Sea
Training Cam;
the clipped lawn and taller grasses and
teams
at
the
three-men
Ward's alley. at
| by
S’a.
At
Camp
r.-c
boms
present,
Stuart,
W. C T. U. will meet with Mrs. ! The
weeds by the road sides made pictures of
standing in totals during the past are there lo be trained for t ie
merchant
Collins Friday afternoon
j
! week are as follows;
fairy ‘and when trie sun came out bright
Patterson’s
Capt.
sea
cm:
ong
(marine.
and
ear.
Davis has bought the residence
Nov. 25th—Rondeau. 1257; Keene, 1277.
Saturday morning the ice
construction experience or training makes
Nov. 26th—Haley. 1266. Spinney, 1255
on the almde trees of the streets
late Caroline E. White on Northmelted
him a \aluable man for this position. Mrs.
Nov. 27th—Robinson. 1214; Cook, 1308.
enue and will occupy it.
causing sunshine showers. Sunday the
Nov. 28th—Blazo, 1342; Rolerson, 1306. Patterson will close th dr Roekport home
vas 52 and 62.
temper tu
Wednesday
::>.
Thomas B. Dinsmore has beer
Dec. 1st—Ray, 1338; Keene, 1204.
m about two weeks at d
jo.n Capt. Patwe bad the first zero weather :>f
1 to her home for the past twc
Team standing:
terson sit Camp Stuart, Va., whs7-- mi-y morning
the season.
•.s by an attack of neuralgia, but is
3 won, 0 lost; Haley, 2 won, 0 ’ost wil» reside
Ray,
French 1 won, 1 lost; Blazo, i won, 1 lost
onvalescent.
1* ii teen members of the Junior Alliance
no
milu.
jut
auies
sewing
Spinney 1 won, 1 lost; Cook, 1 won, 1 lost
;iie regular meeting of the directors
Robinson 1 won, 1 lost; Keene 1 won, 2 lost Circle meets this week with Mrs. Orrin of the First Parish, (Unitarian' with
Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson, met
Rolerson 0 won, 2 lost; Rondeau 0 wor, 2 L. Wentworth....Mr. and
Home for Aged Women a vote ol
i
Mrs. James their leader,
lost.
iks was extended to Mr. Wm. F.
Webster and son of Swanviile spent late Friday afternoon at the churcn
rooms for a supper and to linen to a talx
n for his annual gift of 55.
Miss Thanksgiving day with k
By and for the Bride-to-be.
an ! Mrs. ArKatherine C. Quimby entertained the thur Thompson....Kicharn MerSam has on health matters by the d strict nurse,
Charles Bradbury has resigned as
Sauit Nickerson.
even- ; bought and moved one oi
Unfortunately,
last
" CoLiity Chairman of the Women’s
Saturday
Auction Club
the McKinley Miss
at the last minute she was called to a
■ion of the War Savings committee,
ing at her home on Miller street with the barns, George Daggett doing Um work...
case but all the other details were ca
Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee has taken hei
gentlemen as guests. Suppei was served \ If red Dutch lias a position in the shoe
The girls sat down
ried out as planned.
He went to wore, last weei
ee.
from six small tables in the double par- factory
at a prettily decorated table with a genwere in green and 1 There were nine dinne
decorations
The
in
this
lors.
turtles
i*e donation week at the Waldo Coun1
wnich they enerous menu, following
Mospital nas been a great success anc yellow produced with the lighting effects. vicinity Thanksgiving day .Mrs. Annabel! Underwood wishes to thank he' joyed games and music under the leaderwore a very
the
The
bride-to-be,
hostess,
gifts are still coming in. There is
of Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee, who imFollowing neighbors and friends fer the post card ship
attractive pale yellow gown.
e now’ if you have not made your dosome clever impromptu plays.
provised
supper auction and pitch were played. In shower also for fruit, and tic* vers she reon to this wrorthy cause.
She is getting along fine, alThe day was a quiet
THANKSGIVING
the former Mrs. Wm. H. Hall, Mrs. C. B. ceived.
Mrs. J. W. Jones entertained the twc
Holmes and f rank R. Keene received though she will have to have her arm i rue as far as public observance was conlist clubs of which she is a member at
erned. The sky was overcast and tile
dainty prizes. Those not members pres- strapped up some lime longer.
home Tuesday afternoon in honor o:
ent were Mrs. Elon B Gilchrest, Ralph
Among the festive-day poultry to escape | fir chilly all day. There was a dance at
r sister, Mrs
Etta S. Mitchell.
SevI. Morse, Henry M. Mudgett and Mr. with their lives were “Mutt and Jeff,” the tie Armory, which was well attended
>
other guests were present.
The afKeene.Monday evening Mrs. Wm. H. special pet geese ot Mrs. John F. Chap- and crowds visited the Colonial Theatre
noon was spent with cards and daintj
The shoot a’ j
Mr. Chapman says they weigh afternoon and evening.
Hall entertained the ladies of the cluh in man.
reshments were served.
honor of Miss Quimby, who was given a j 75 pounds, but admits these fig res may- ! H ramiale Gun Club called out a large
lie a little large.
For some tune they number from the
V E. Clark Camp, S. of V., held its
city and some of them
Supper was served i have been the
guest towel shower.
dread of the younger peooudl meeting Monday evening whei
br< ught home prizes.
There were many ;
from the dining table, which was center- pie in the neighborhood as the
..scount
j
following officers were elected: Com- ed with pink carnations. The evening the proverbial “old hens’’ for crankiness. family reunions and private parties. Sevder, George Salters; S. V. C, liar- was spent with auction. Mrs, Holmes One day recently Jeff rested tne fixture ers parties with out-of-town and home
of a young mar’s wearing rpparel, infuust; J. V. C\, Bert Dodge; cann won the
friends went to the V\ mdsor for dinner
prize, a box of correspondence cluding some ii. tiis tiesh, aid
ncil, Allen 1). Webber, Harvey Fousi
found it
those registering were Mr. and
Among
was the club’s last meeting
cards.
This
1 Frank Downs.
The Auxiliary w’il
stronger than his belt, as the .after began
t t.ieir officers next Monday evening.
before the Hollingshead-Quimby wedding. to give before W- had the courage Mrs J. W. Blaisdeil and guests, Mayor
to reach for Jelf’s r.eck ana loosened his ! C. V. Wescott and family, T. Frank Pargrip. To make a bad matte" worse those ker, Mr. and Mrs. A. P.
Goodhue, Mr. |
I who saw his predicament aad the rudeand Mrs. Albert C. Burgess, Mrs. Eliza! ness to laugh.
belli M. Burgess, Llr. and Mrs. Eugene L
The Kennebec Journal of last Fr lay
Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ritchie.
had the following special from Brunsyvick
Among those who entertained at home
under date of Hov. 27th hat is of interest
were Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Johnson, Dr.
to our readers:
and Mrs. Everard A. Wilson, Mr. and
Local stockholders of the Pejepscut
Mrs. Lynwood B. Thompson, Mrs. J G.
Paper Company were notilied today that
the W. PL Parsons Company of New Paul, Mr. and Mrs. Bancroft II. Conant,
Fred T. Chase and Elmer B. Decrow.
York, which owned the controlling in
| terest in the Pejepscot Paper Company McKeen’s orchestra were engaged to play j
had sold their entire holdings to Julius
at the dance in Marriner’s hall, Belmont,
Barnes of Chicago, who offers to purchase
18
the stock owneu by the minority stock- but on account of the bad travelling did
holders for $t>5 per share. This deal, not reach there until nearly midnight and
which is one of the largest sales to take arrived home at 5.30 a. m.
Friday. The
place ot manufacturing properties in directors of the Home for
Aged Women
Maine for years, includes the Boyvdoin
Paper mill in Topsham, the Topsliam extend thanks to Mrs. Wm. B. Swan,
Pulp mill, the Pejepscot Paper and Pulp Mrs. Harriet M. Horne, Mrs. Alice C.
1
mills at Pejepscot, the pulp and paper
Bramhall, Mrs. Jesse II. Webber, Miss
milts of the Lisbon Falls Fiber Company
Inez E. Crawford and Mr. A. 1. Brown
at Lisbon Falls, the extensive timberland
holdings of the Pejepscot Paper Company for a Thanksgiving dinner sent to the
in Maine, Quebec and New Brunswick, Home.
Following her custom for many
the fleet of the Sagadahoc Towing Comour
years Mrs. Ira M. Cobe, now in New
pany, and the valuable, shipping facilities
York, ordered the Thanksgiving dinner
at Belfast.
for the Girls’ Home. The Madisses Club
The company for many years paid divi
(lends at the rate of 6 per cent but of late of Brunswick also sent the latter Home a
The children at the
years it has passed tne dividends and pul box of goodies.
all the earnings into the further develop- Girls’ Home have sent a formal vote of
P.
READ &
Belfast.
the
various properties of the thanks to Mrs. Cobe and also to the Maj ment of
I company.”
disses Club.

J

thing and should be

Friday morning to make their home in
Hallowed, where Mr. Smalley is at present
located. Their tenement in the Frost

Monday

morning.
The Hospital Aid and Club will meet
with Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens Friday af-

I

Everybody knows that furs are at a top notch price, in fact, never sold at
such high prices before, but if we can help smash the old H C of L he>-e

yc

UI JS

1

the davis sample shop
Watch

Windows.

our

Clark'; Corner, High Sheet.

■

j

j

|

••

<

>.

j

Among he nomination? made by Gov. [
Carl E. Milliken Nov. 28i.li
M. N. Ferguson of Troy
prolection of animals.

was

that of

YOU ARE ASSURED

officer for the

as

George A Quimby has received j

Mrs,
word

from

daughter, Mrs. C.
Brazil, that 0,1 accouot

tier

Pineo of Rio,

of the

highes; passible
banking security

C.
of

nervous breakdown of Mr. Pineo the
family would come home in May for an

the

indefinite visit

Mr. Pineo will make

',vVm

business trip into Argentina during the
winter.

a

Rev

year.
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FOR SALE

as

er, Mr Chas. R. Coombs.
are now

tinilv ,>;•

4%

president, !
but a', the urgent request of the members,
consented to serve.
The officers elected
at this meeting were the
president, Rev
1
A. E
Wilson; 'ice presidents, Rev.
George C. Booru and Mrs. E. P. Carle; |
secretary, Mrs. Ob as. M. Craig; treasur- !
to

la-Ti

M,.nSar of th? Fed ra! *:iav.
S.-«cm.

past five years at d because no other organization supphes the need and the
probability of fur' ier usefulness, it seem
ed unwise to give it up now. An appeal, I
therefore, is made to people lo support
it.
Dues for art
e membership are one
dollar nod for ho; .,rarv membership live i
I
dollars

tae

OF AUGUSTA. M
AINE.

a

ed persons, it was voted to continue the
Associated Charities. On account of the
good tliai the association has done far the i

Ejrs

;

iR>r national granite bank

;

meeting held in the Municipal
Court room last Friday by a few interestAt

v ';

a

Apple barrels, stives and heads,
*vhite oiscii ed^in^s aid ail kinds

°f mill \V))j

-.!

!!

at in

delivered

or

aayvviiere in the city.
,u4
FRED HOLMES.

_

~

1

■

The Largest and Best Selected
Line of

Christmas

Cards

j

AT—WOODCOCK’S

WATCH FOR
LATER ANNOUNCEMENT
of

complete

HOLIDAY
HILLS,

LINES

O, Square,

Christmas Stationery
50c., 75c, $1.00, $2.00
Now

display

on

J

at

the

CITY DRUG STORE

You can save money and add
much in comfort by investing in
STORM WINDOWS.

First

come

gets the best seleeda

\.nls c lrJv

t

Mathews Bros
From Tots to Teens

Christmas Gifts

THE KIDDIES SHOP FOR NEW FALL AND WINTER
COODS
CAKMENiS TO

THAT GROW

_Q-

Narcissus Bulbs in bulk
and in dainty gift boxes
Start

a

to Njtioiwl honk

AT THE

OLD CORNER CIGAR STORE !

Girls

More

\ YEaKS OF

i

HALL, thurch Street, Next Door

MARK DOWN SALE

bloom for Christmas.

M. P. Woodcock & Son
50

E.

Beginning Saturday, Dec
ot

6th,

articles that would make uesir -hie
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Experience not required. Good wages
guaranteed from the start.

Lome in and look them

over.

——___________

bonus paid to piece workers
-*'*-?*■ *s“4—

Apply

Beil

or

Pants

BRIDCE ST.,

»v—l—

»

—t *•

—.

write to

Factory

BELFAST, ME.

|
l
*

NOTICE
BELFAST BUILDING COMPANY has
incurred large expense this year in repairing the shoe factory roof. This, and
other increased expenses have taken what
otherwise could have been paid upon the
shoe factory mortgage.
This mortgage must be paid next year.
In order to meet its indebtedness, all over
cue subscriptions must be paid at once.
Will you not pay yours now?
All over due subscriptions not paid before Jan. 1st, will be left with an attorney for collection.
Per order Board of Directors,
2w49
W. J. DORMAN, Clerk.

LOST
A RIFLE, between Rockland and Belfast..
Finder suitably rewarded.
Apply
WALTER F. UORR,
to
&3 Market Street, Portland, Me.
Telephone 6723

*

f

Made

in

I
4

4
X
4

T

X

4

1

Can use any number.
Write me wliat
have. Atfe, color, etc.
MRS. ii. S WlCitiiKR,
4m4(va
Monro
Maine.

you
!

FOR

I

!

China,

4-

i

n A V T E l)

Laces and Fans i i

T

{

COON CATi AND K1TMS

Embroideries,

^

Christmas

Gilts

I

just received box of
lovely new goods direct from

T

China. Call at The Journal Office
and see them while there is a
good selection, or telephone and
we wdl call.
SUE M. PARTRIDGE,
AMY L. WILSON.

%
2
4

*

NOTICE

I

We have

y

!

J

Buy your fresh dressed fowl
and chickens for your Sunday
dinner of R. J. MAYO, Lielfast,
Me.

Tel. 339-3

4
%

TYPEWRITER

WANTED
Woman for kitchen work at

OCONNELL’S
RESTAURANT.

FOR SALE.
Late

(No. 10) Smith Premier
Typewriter. Visible writer. Cost $100.
In perfect condition. Complete with new
platen and ribbon for $40 00. Address,
tM., Journal Office, Belfast, Me.,
model

45 tf

presented by Horace M. Graves, the executor
therein nsmed. Application that no bond be
required from the executor as requested by
the testator is contained in the prayer of said

Interchurch World Movement to
Hold Three Day Conferences

A View in Bangkok.

Singapore the traveler bound I with their tiles of rich orange or deep
for Siam quits the liner and purple, great splashes of color against
embarks
the the clear blue sky. To this place we
upon one of
small steamers which take may often return to watch the dawn
the mails to Bangkok.
The steamer 1 stealing over the paddy fields, whilst
makes for the low mangrove-fringed at our feet the palm trees rise through
shore which marks his destination and a veil of purple mist; or when at
presently enters the muddy Bangkok evening the pink rays of the setting
P.
A.
river, writes
Thompson in sun are shooting halfway to the ze“Siam.”
On either side stretch salt nith we may come up here and see the
marshes, soon hidden behind the lux- thousand pinnacles of Bangkok, outuriant vegetation.
Here on tlve oozy lined in the rifts between low-lying
banks are fern-like attap and rank clouds against a smoky orange sky.
tropical
growths, half
submerged,
while rising from the firmer ground be- KEEP
BUSY AND LIVE LONG
hind are the slender trunks and graceful fronds of areea and coconut palms. Notable
of
Examples
Longevity
Bangkok is twelve miles from the
Among Men Who Have Elected
coast in a direct line, hut s.-» tortuous
to Remain in “Harness.”
is the river that it is fully three hours
before we arrive.
Here a score of
Maybe it used to be that “the good
small steamers are anchored in mid- do* young.” but it doesn’t look as
though
stream.
others lie alongside the they're
doing it now.
wharfs, together with sailing vessels
Take, for instance, Rev. Albert Voof all descriptions: merchantmen from gel of Jeannette. Pa.
rice
boats
from
Europe,
lb s one hundred and two years old.
up country,
and fishing boats from the gulf. Everylie's never smoked or chewed tobac*where we see Chinese toiling.
Boats f,o or drank intoxicating
liquor. Never
ply to and fro between the hanks, and quarreled or fought with another man.
every now and then the little vessels Always trying to do good and to
perare sot dancing and plunging in the
suade others to behave themselves.
wash of the steam launches which tear
Rev. Mr. Vogel is the oldest active
bv.
At length we. too, draw in to a minister of the
gospel in the United
|
wharf and land amidst piles of goods. States.

AT

are

FRED TIMM, late of Belfast, deceased.
Will ard petition for probate thereof presented by Caroline C. Timm, the executor named
therein. Application that no bond be required
from the executor as requested by the testator is contained in the prayer of said petit on.
GEORGE W. FRISBEE, late of Belfast, deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Drusilla L. Frisbee, the executrix

named therein. Application
required from the executrix

j
!
j

j

Weekly.
i
i

HUMPHREYS’

j
j

(COMPOUND)
For

Hemorrhoids
External or Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief.
at all druggists

*

Piles

op

Send Free Sample of Ointment

named

therein.
required from
the testator is

petition.

ently

The first and most seductive peril,
and the destroyer of most men, is the
drinking of liquor. (Mr. Carnegie himself was a total abstainer, and gave
his employees at Skibo castle a 10 per

come to the old city wall, whitewashed now, and much disfigured with |
cent advance on their wages every
telegraph wires, hut with picturesque
battlements shaped like the leaves of year they reported that they had not
the sacred Ho tree. Within we are at touched liquor).—From the Books and
once sensible of a great improvement Public Addresses of the Ironmaster.
as we howl over the
well-kept surface
Fish That Spin Silk.
of a broad avenue, planted with plane
Silk stockings are very expensive
trees, and bordered by neat rows of j
!
brick houses. As we cross a canal we nowadays, says Pearson’s Weekly.
The most costly of all this kind of
catch a glimpse of trees reflected in
is made from silk
the water, and trim lawns, and beyond hosiery, however,
which is not the product of the silkthem pagodas blazing with pure gold
worms. but a species of shellfish called
in the sunlight.
This is the official
a puina.
*
*
*
Here,
quarter.
too, is the
The puina makes its home in the
Royal Palace, whose brilliant roofs warm waters of
the Mediterranean
and iridescent spires are seen over the
round Sicily. It has an odd little tube
dazzling whiteness of the outer wall.
at the end of its tongue.
Just outside tin* city wall is the
Out of this tube, spider fashion, or
Golden Mount, a hell-shaped mound,
silk-worm fashion, it spins a silk thread
faced with brick, hut so overgrown by with
which it fastens itself to any
trees that it lias the appearance of a
rock to which it wishes to adhere.
natural hillock.
On the summit is a
When the puina moves on to fresh
little shrine surmounted by a pagoda,
feeding grounds its silken cable is left
and tn it leads a flight of steps, wind- behind.
This cable, which is called
ing about a hill. From here we look byssus, the Sicilian fishermen gather.
down upon a forest of palms and plane
Byssus weaves into the softest, finest,
trees, through which break the red sheeniest of fabrics but it is ver
;
rare,
roofs of the houses. Everywhere ris- and the
stockings woven from
conng above the trees are graceful spires sequently are—as has been said—exnd the manifold roofs of temples, ceedingly expensive.

the testator is contained in the prayer of said

petition.

in the prayer of said

It will be

CANALS

recalled that the State of

I Your

Back If (Rat-Snap Doean’t
Come Up to These Claims.

RAT-SNAP is absolutely guaranteed
to kill rats and mice. Cremates them.
Rodents killed with RAT-SNAP leave no
smell. Rats pass up all food to get at
RAT-SNAP. Their first meal is their
last.
RAT-SNAP comes in cakes. No
mixing. Cats or dogs won’t touch it.
Three sizes, 25c, 50c, $1.00. Sold and
guaranteed by A. A. Howes & Co-, HallEllis Co. and City Drug Store.

New York has just completed an exten- !
sive enlargement of the canals of the
State, at an expense of $154,800,000 for !
which the bonds of the State have been i
So vast is I
issued to run tor urty years.
this improvement of the State’s wateri
ways that, whereas, before the enlargement was completed, measured by the
capacity of the locks of the canals, the
extreme cargo capacity of single units
The election of State Master William
passing through the locks was 250 tons;
J. Thompson to the executive committee
but with the enlargement completed, vesof the National Grange is an honor to
sels carrying upwards of 3,000 tons in a
him and to the State of Maine.
single cargo may be accommodated.
I

without

Pennsyh ania.

WINNIE F. MERRILL of Wnnterport, minor
ward.
Guardian’s petition tor license to sell
real estate of said waid, situated in
Bangor,
in the County of Penobscot, for the
purposes
therein named.
ANGIE M. CALL, Lucy E. Call, Eva E, Call,
A. ('all, Eudoxie E. Call of Troy, minor
wards. Guaruic.fi':: (“tition forlicei.se to seli
real estate of said wards, situated in
Troy, in
said C< unty, for purposes therein named.
HR YON C. AVERY, late of
Prospect, deceased
h irst and final account
presented for
allowance by Percy A. Mills, administrator.
REt ARDO S. WEST, late of
Searsport, deceased.
hirst and final account and private
claim of executor presented for allowance
by
Wilson N. West, executor.
JULIA A. ROSE, late of Islesboro, deceased,
hirst and fin;.) account presented for allowance
by Charles A. Rose and Eugene tt. Rose, administrators.
BElsY eB, COLSON, late of Winterport,
deceased, h irst am. final account with private
claim of administrator presented for allowance
by Oliver W Colson, administrator.
GTeORGIANNA YOUNG, late of Searsmont,
deceased. Petition to confirm the appointment
of Albert J. Skidmore as trustee under the
w ill, h» being named therein as
trustee,
BENJAMIN R. HUNT, late of Lfiiity, deceased.
Petition for determination of collateral inheri ance tax presented
by Edwin B.
Hunt, executor.
LENA M, ROSE, late of Islesboro, deceased.
Petition for determination of collateral inheritance tax presented by Charles A. Rose
and Eugene H. Rose, anministrators.
GEORGE O. GKINDLE, late f
Prospect,
deceased, hirst and final account presented
for allowance of Rose M.
Avery, administra-

Cameis

Jonathan Berry, guardian.
NORMAN G. WOODBURY' of Morrill, minor.
Second account presented ft r allowance
by Jonathan Berry, guardian.
WILLIAM ELURiDGE, late of Winterport,
deceased, Petition for license to sell and convey real estate described in said petition, presented by Waller F. Curtis of
Bucksport, administrator.
ELIZA JANE LEMAN, iate of Liberty, deceased. Petition that Meda W. Leman, or some
other suitable person, may be appointed administrator.
Presented by Meda W. Leman,
guardian of Riith Leman, as heir of said de

j

HENRY AUSTIN CARTER, late of Belfast.
Petition for a reasonable amount to be allowed
from said estate for perpetual care of lot in

Lirove Cemetery in said Belfast, in which the
body of said Henry Austin Carter is buried’
Petition presented by Henry E. Babcock, administrator de bonis non,with the will annexed.
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in s cier.tthraPy —aieo packpackages 200 cigarettes) tn a

everywhere

crettes

glns

or ten

evert'd carton.

'ine-p--pe:
this carton for the

home

or

office

We strong!}

City

recommend
travel.

supply or when you

R. J. REYNOLDS TOEACCO CO.,

Wm.ton-Salem,

N. C.

Point.

Fair and Gay Holmes have been haul.rees from their woodlots

ing Christmas

the station here for shipment.

to

New telephone poles have bee: recently
between City Point and the residence
of Walter Fish in Waldo, and a telephone

set

will soon be installed there.
Fish

and

Game

Bessey

Warden

Thorndike recently made
to City Point.
Game

a

of

business trip

was

never

Good Roads Guarantee
Comfortable louring

so

plenty in this vicinity as this fall when
deer and moose are becoming so common
that they are seen almost daily.
A line
deer

was

You just skim along.

shot at Pools I.iiiis last week by

Orrin Wentworth.

you.
vet

Mr. and Mrs.

Bradbury Cushing and
trix.
Capt. and Mrs. Fred Clapp left last week,
CONRAD J. BEL KELT, late of
Islesboro, after completing business connected with
deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey real estate described in said petition pre- the sale of the Beverly Staples property.
sented by Carroll It. Beckett, administrator
Mr. and Mrs. Staples will remain here
MARY J. BECKETT, late of
Islesboro, de- during the winter and Captain and Mrs.
ceased. Petition lor licenss to sell and
convey
will take possession in May.
real estate described in said petition
Tilpresent- Clapp
ed
Carroll R. Beckett, administrator, D. B.
property is the most desirable in this
1 N. by

ALMA S. WOODBURY’ of Morrill, minor.
Second account presented for allowance
by

your taste!

ages of.

George

JENNIE W. RICKER, late of Jackson, deceased
Petition to confirm the appointment
of Mabel F, Morton as trustee under the
will,
she being named therein as trustee.

tiring

Take Camels at any angle—they surely
supply
cigarette contentment beyond anything you ever
experienced. They're a cigarette revelation!
You do not miss coupons, premiums or
gifts.
you’ll prefer Camels quality’

CHARLES rLATT, Jr., late of Philadelphia#
State of Pennsylvania, deceased
Authenticated copy of the will ami a petition that the
•ame may be
allowed, filed and recorded in
Waldo County, and that letters of administration, with The will annexed, issue to Henry
Norris Platt of Philadelphia, in said State of

the

years ago

extensive

having

grounds

steady lighting,

and

This battery carries
faction—and freedom
ruinous sulphation.

jar to iron y
along the i ri-

or a

of
pleasure—-when

your

rar s

in

sure
a

ignition

service.

written Guarantee of

trem

the "disease

that

\ years'
means

.'is-

weary--

Call on us—the' authorized EVEREADY Service Sta ion,
and ask for facts on the long life and power ot this battery;
uV
ask about EVEREADY maintenance Service, too
ever make of storage, battery you use, you u;e bound to be

surrounding it
and improved

since then by his constant care ami attention.

a

jolt

And the EVEREADY Storage Battery tunes up
your auto to make good roads better. It guarantee-, .he
fullness of your comfort by giving you instant starting,

ami both house and

beautified

been

highway—what

a

your tires

tune.

vicinity, the house, which has all modeln
improvements, having been built by Mr.
Staples ten

Yot

The smooth purr

interested.

BELFAST STEAM VULCANIZING GO.
Pettingell Andrews Company,
Boston, Mass., Distributors

Mrs. Zilpha Clements has tendered her
resignation as teacher here, to t< Ke effect
at the close of the present term and has
accepted a position in Belfast as bookkeeper for her nephew, Merle Whitcomb.
Mrs. Clements has been a painstaking and

STORAGE BATTERY

successful teacher and has many friends
in our neighborhood who regret her decision to give up teaching.
meeting of the School

League

on

At the next

Improvement

Dec. 5th the Christmas enter-

ta nment will be held

as the school has
voted to have their Christmas while Mrs.

Clements is still with

them.

The last

JULIA M,
ed. Petition

Deny.

PERKY, late of Belfast, deceasfor determination of collateral
inheritance tax presented by Frederick R.
Poor, executor.

meeting of the league was held Friday,
Nov. 21st, with ten visitors present. The
following program was rendered:
ELLERY BOWDEN.
School
Song, Here’s a Ball for Baby,
Judge of said Court.
Recitation, Topsy Turvy,
A true copy of the original.
Attest:
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Register.
Dorothy Whitcomb
Song, Jack Horner, Hugh Mosher, Fred
Whitcomb, Viola Small.
Notice is hereby given that the following
One Day
Came a
There
appointments have been made by the Probate Recitation,
Giant to my Door,
Evelyn Small
Court, within and for the county of Waldo and
Before
the
Just
State of Maine:
Duet,
Battle, Mother,
FRANCES 14, STEVENS, late of Lincolnin said County, deceased. Thomas H.
Stevens of Boothbay Harbor, in the County of
Lincoln, appointed executor of the last will
and testament of said deceased.
Date of
qualification Nov. 11, A. D 19l9.
ELLA R. LINCOLN,late of Monroe, in said
County, deceased. Geo. A. Palmer of Monroe,
in said County, appointed.executor of the last

ville,

will and testament of said deceased.
qualification Nov. 11, A. L>. 1919.

N01IGE8

Jessie Moses and Katrina Kellen

Recitation, After Church,
Virgie McDonald
School
Song, America,
A fine treat was furnished by the ladies
Present.
WOULD STAND ALONE.

Date of

ALVAH L. HUTCHINS, late of Freedom, in
said ^County, deceased. A. M Small of Freedom,'in said County, appointed executor of the
J last will and testament of said deceased Date
! of qualification Nov. 11, A. D. 1919.
Lasting Results.
ELLEN M. SHUTE, late of Stockton Springs,
On November 1, 1916, Mr. Cross said: in said County, deceased.
John A. Clement
‘‘I have the same high regard for Doan’s of Stockton Springs, in said County, appointed
the
estate of said deceased’
Kidney Pills now as when I gave my for- administrator ol
Date of qualification Nov. 11, A. D. 1919.
mer statement, recommending this mediBERTHA E. DORMAN, late of Belfast, in
cine.
They cure they made for me at
said County, deceased. Wilmer J. Dorman of
that time has remained permanent.”
Belfast, in said County, appointed administraPrice 60c. at ail deaiers. Don’t simply tor of the estate of said deceased. Date of
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s qualification Nov. 11, A. D. 1919,
Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Cross
ALFRED W. PULLEN, late of Palermo, in
had.
Foster-Milburn Company Mfgrs.,
Merton G. Norton of
said County, deceased.
N.
Y.
Buffalo,
Palermo, in said County, appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased. Date of
qualification Nov. 11, A. D. 1919.
CHARLES W. TALBOT, late of Montville,
Helen L. Arey of
in said County, deceased.
*
Montville, in said County, appointed adminis! tratrix of the estate of said deceased. Date
of qualification Nov. 11, A. D. 1919.
To all persons interested in either of, the
FIDELIA A.“MEYERS, late of Searsport, in
estates hereinafter!named:
Clarence N. Myers of
said County, deceased.
in said County, appointed adminisSearsport,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in and
Date of
trator of the estate of said deceased.
for the County of Waldo, on the second TuesNov, 11, A. D. 1919.
qualification
ir.
of
our
Lord
one
the
of
November,
day
year
LENA M. ROSE, late of lslesboro, in said
thousand nine hundred and n.neteen. The foldeceased. Charles A. Rose and Eugene
lowing matters having been presented for the County,
B. Rose, of Rockland, in the County of Knox,
action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
of the estate of said
hereby ordered, th^t notice thereof be given appointed administrators
deceased. Date of qualification Nov 11, A. D.
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
1919,
this order to be published three weeks sue
JOHN STRATTARD, late of Monroe, ic
cessiveiy in The Republican Journal, a newsin
said
at
Belfast,
County, said County, deceased. George A. Palmer ol
paper published
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
skid Monroe appointed administrator de bonis
held at said Belfast, on the second Tuesday of
non, with the will annexed, of the estate ol
December, being the ninth day of said said deceased. Date of qualification Nov. 11
month, A. D. 1919, at ten o'clock in the fore- A. D. 1919.
noon, and be heard thereon if they see cause.
Dated at Belfast, in said County, this 15tl
ISAODORA M. GRAVES, late of Troy, de- day of November, A. D. 1919.
CHARLES E. JOHNSON, Register.
ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof

PhOBAIt

As you smoke Camels, you’ll note absence of
any unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or any unpleasant cigaretty odor. And, you'll be delighted
to discover that you can smoke Camels
liberally

the surviving ex« tutors named therein. Application that no bond be [required from the
executors as rt quested by the testator is contained in the prayer of said petition.

ceased.

What could furnish stronger evidence
of the efficiency of any remedy than the
test of time? Thousands of people testify
that Doan's Kidney Pills have brought
results.
j lasting
Home endorsement should prove undoubtedly the merit of this remedy. Years
ago your friends and neighbors testified
to the relief they had derived from the
use of Doau’s Kidney Fils.
They now
confirm (her testimonials. They say time
has completed the test.
I. W. Cross, retired farmer, 57 Miller
St., Belfast, says: “I suffered considerably irom a lame and aching back. I had
been troubled this way off and on for
about a year and a half. The attacks
were often so severe I was compelled to
lay off from work. I read of Doan’s Kidney Pills and got some at the City Drug
Store. They cured my back in a short
time.” (Statement given Feb. 4, 1905.1

Money

petition.

CHARLES PLATT, Jr late of Philadeli hia,
State ot Pennsylvania, deceased, Authenticated copy of the will and a petition
that the same may be allowed, filed and recorded in Waldo County, presented by Elizabeth
M. Platt and Henry Norris Platt,
they being

SICK STOCK

THI^> IS CERTAIN

this blend to either kind of tobacco smoked
straight!

in the

Humphreys' ilotneo. Medicine Company
Street. New York.

BOOK on treatment of Horses, Cows,
Sheep, Dogs and other animals, sent
free.
Humphreys' Homeopathic Veterinary Medicines, 156 William St., N. Y-

you at once—it is so new and unusual. That's
what Camels expert blend of choice Turkish and
choice Domestic tobacco gives you!
You'll prefer
win

FAUSTINA HIGHBORN, late of Stockton
Springs, deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof presented by Charles S. Hichborn, the «xecutor named therein. Application that no bond be required from the executor as requested by the testator is contained

luG William

j
NEW YORK

bond be

SARA A. ACHORN, late of Belmont, deWill and petition for probate thereof
presented by Ralph C. Acborn, the executor
named therein.
Application that no bond be
required from the executor aB rt quested by

to

Headers Cannot

no

ceased.

j

'hat

that

executrix as requested by
contained in the prayer of said

petition,

\

Proof

Application

the

the testator is contained in the prayer of said

1

Officia Quarter and Royal Palace.
Our driver expects us u» direct him
at every step, so if we say nothing he*
will keep straight on and we shall pres-

bond be

WILLIAM ACBORN, late of Belmont, deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Ralph C. Achrn, the executor
namedjtherein.
Apt lication that no bond ba
required from the executor as requested by

!

J The

no

requested by

PETER A. OLSON, late of Belfast, deceased, Will and petition for probate thereof
presented ‘.by Eliza F. Olson, the executrix

required.

A teacher spent fifteen minutes impressing on her class the proper pronunciation of
vase.” Then she turned
to a little boy and asked, “Now
Joseph,
what do you see on the mantelpiece when
“Father’s feet,” came
you go home?”
iiie prompt reply.—American
Legion

as

petition.

surveys have already shown what
an
enormous economy of
time, money
and human service might be achieved
a
through
proper co-ordination of their
efforts by the various churches.
All the participating denominations
will join in the spiritual program of the
Movement
The present series of State
conferences are to be followed by sectional and local conferences through
which the spiritual message of the Intcrchurch Movement will be carried to
towns, villages and individual churches.
The Interchurch Movement, which
was started
in December last year, is
now endorsed by more than
seventy denominational and interdenominational
boards and agencies.
It is confidently expected that the vast
majority of the 25,000,00(1 Protestant
church members in the country will be
officially represented in the Movement—
a body of public
opinion which must exercise a powerful influence in any moral
issue that may arise.

i

that

the testator is contained in the prayer of said

the

j

Hard work, lots of walking and an
Motley Throng in the Street.
Behind the wharfs and mills which occasional fishing trip is his formula
lin** the river on its eastern side, we j for a long and happy life.
come upon a long street, white and
And this reminds us that Rev. Dr.
dusty in the dry months, and in the Aaron E. Ballard is president of the
rainy season a lane of mud. Here at ! Derail Grove Gamp Meeting associaall seasons a motley crowd of Chinese, tion* New York, and is
ninety-eight
Siamese. Malays, Hindus and Mahom- years old.
etans jost le each other, while coolie“I never would have lived to this
toil along at a foot pace with ’rick- ago." Doctor Ballard said, “if I had reshaws in the last stages of dilapida- Bred at s'xty and commenced
twirling
tion.
A crazy gharry, bearing a dismy thumbs in idleness.'’
tant resemblance to a London growler
i-'o it sinus lie- good don't die
young
and drawn by a diminutive pony, —:f
they keep busy.—New York
over
the uneven surface, and World.
bumps
on om* side of tin* road electric trams,
packed with natives, are screeching
SAYINGS OF CARNEGIE
along the- ill-laid .rack. None of these
methods of locomotion appeals to us,
Educate man and his shackles fall.
nor do we feel inclitnd to mingle with
the throng of pedestrians. However, if
I hope Americans will some day find
we are lucky we may find near by a
more time for play, like the wiser
stable, at which we may hire a pairbrethren ou the other side.
horse gharry, a sort of miniature victoria.
We will not look on while the I
Immense power is acquired by nssurponies, are being put in. for it is not ing
yourself in your secret reveries
well to know exactly how much string
that you were born to control affairs,
is used in the composition of our harness.
It is certain that the proportion
The day is coming and already we
is large, bu' if only th“ reins hold out ;
see it dawn, in which the man who dies
*
*
*
we must he thankful.
of millions of available
On either side are rows of one- possessed
wealth which was free and in his
storied wooden houses. The shops on
hands ready to be distributed, will di-e
the ground floor are quite open to the
street, and we can see Chinese carpen- disgraced.
ters, tailors and bootmakers at work
Labor, capital and business ability
inside, while elsewhere cheap cotton
a~e three legs of a three-legged stool;
goods and hardware -are displayed.
Now and then we pass a Chinese joss- neither is first, neither is second, neithhouse with fantastic roof-ridge, anti er is third; there is no precedence, ail
lie who
A rough the open door we see an altar being equally necessary.
would sow discord among the three is
decked with
tinsel
and peacocks’
an enemy to all.
*
*
feathers. *

petition.

Portland has been selected as the meeting place for the State training conference
of the Interchurch World Movement for
Maine. This conference will be held Decemoer 8, 9, and 10.
Four hundred church leaders, delegates
from every county and representing practically every denomination in the State,
are expected to attend. The object of the
meeting is to bring together religious
leaders of every county to confer with
reference to plans in this State for promoting church co-operation and for taking part in the nation wide campaign
planned by the Interchurch World Movement.
Addresses will be delivered by a team
of six leaders of national reputation on
various phases of the Interchurch proThe rule of the conference will
gram.
be iifteen-minute addresses, followed by
forty-five minute discussions.
The meeting here is one of a series of
such conferences to be held in every
State in the Union by December 20th.
By that time it is estimated that 10,000
religious leaders throughout the country
will have become thoroughly conversant
witn the aims and plans of this Movement for Protestant cooperation and will
be able to speak authoritatively upon it
in every country of the United States.
The object of the Movement is to provide an organization through which the
various Protestant churches of the North
American conlinent can cooperate to
their mutual advantage, always looking
to the ultimate ideal of the Christianization of the world.
As a first step the Interchurch Movement is engaged on a number of careful
surveys of religious, social and economic
conditions throughout the world, county
by county and city by city in the United
States and country by country abroad.
By these means the facts of the situation
and the actual religious needs of the
world will be revealed
The results of the surveys will be collated and budgeted in terms of men and
The participating denominamoney.
tions will then be asked to determine by
mutual agreement their individual share
of responsibility for world
evangelization,
and a united appeal will be made by the
churches, each to its own constituency,
for the resources in men and money that

“I would stand—if f stood alone—for
an

with the

America

from

time

keeps; for
low her

to
an

own

the future

right to choose

time the

company she
America at liberty to folconscience as the events of

transpire; for

an

America

all the nations of the earth are
to order from right doing or
command to wrong doing; for an America concerned for the world, but devoted
first and always to the protection and
welfare of her own people.” —Senator
Albert 15. Cummins, Iowa.
which

powerless

The State of Maine will receive a collateral inheritance tax amounting to
.$65,837.85 from the estate of John S.
Hyde, the Bath shipbuilder and the son
of Gen. Thomas W. Hyde, the founder of
the Bath Iron Works, which has built a
large number of ships for the federal
government, it was announced at the atorney general’s office Thursday.

=======rats
mice, after you use KAT-SNAP. It’s a sure
Hats
rodent killer. Try a Pkg. and prove it.
killed with RA'J-SNAP leave no smell. Cate
d.
Guaranty
won’t
touch
it.
or dogs
25c size (1 cake) enough for Par try,Kitchen
oil cellar.
50c size (2 cakes) for Chicken He use, coops,
or small buildings.
$1.00 size (5 cakes) enough for all farm and
or

out-buildings, storage building or factory
buildings,
Sold and Guaranteed by City Drug Store A.
A, HoweB & Co. and Hall Ellis Co.

Big

Private

Telephone Exchange.

The size of the private telephone exchange grows with the erect* >n of
every hotel or otliee building of any
considerable proportions. The largest
New
of a
ever eon-denoted is that
York hotel which lias been recently
opened to the public. Tt occupies 8,105
square feet of floor space, having an
operating room 110 feet long b\ In
feet wide, a terminal room 80 feet
long and 25 feet wide, a restroom 28
feet by 15 feet and a locker and washThe operroom 80 feet by 1-4 feet.
ating force consists of one chief operator. one assistant chief operator,
eight supervisors and 110 attendants.
The switchboard consists of twentyThirteen
three positions.
positions
are equipped with telautographs used
for paging and announcing only. The
switchboard has a capacity of 8,840
extensions and 180 trunks. Tin* hotel
has telephone service in each of its
2,200 rooms, and there are forty public
four
booths
served by
telephone
switchboards connected with the main

Residence (or Sale
A1 Cl l YlJOlN i
Two acres of land, live minutes wa
Goi
from station, school, sKtvs, etc
buildings. Price right, Inquire !
H. L. SEE KIN'S, City.

SALVAGE
Turn your trash into cash by selling
your old rags, rubbers, iron, papers, mag
azines, bags, burlaps, metals anti all was:
SAM FREEDMAN,
material to
tfi Cross St., Belfast.
Tel. 229-4.
Drop a line and I will call promptly and
pay you the highest market prices.

Dr. A. M.
i

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre Building
27U
l ELfcFHONE 336-3

and
New Kitchen
switchboard. The following gives some
idea of a few of the items which
Parlor Heaters
make up part of the telephone sys: to be sold at 25 per cent oil from regulat
tem : 080 fuses, 1,170 condensers, 2,Its up to you.
i price.
400 relays, 5,850 lamps, 88,500 jacks,
J. AUS TIN MCK.EEN,
750,000 soldered connections, 7,920,000
Belfast, Maine.
44
feet of wire.
I

|

Ranges

THE MAKING OF
A FAMOUS
MEDICINE

I
AKB FOR SALE IN

BELFAST

BY

ESSIE P. CARLE
patterns all the time.

Vegetable Compound
Is Prepared For

NO WAITING TO SEND

Woman’s Use.

NEW™TORK
si

Crowd*.

nee

Musical*

Teas

and

Where f ashionables Assemble.

Vrrespondence of The Journal, l
w YORK, Dee. 1.
Velvet frocks
in

oticeably popular

f fashionable women

any

assem-

here.

Drown

stances

aced woolen.

One-piece

wTich t
11''^ has/i^n
suffer!ng
Ze^s^’iT^H

prepared to ».,d „B

MNj

dresses are

uling favorites here as in Paris, but
they are more often modified with
In many
s, capes of cufflike hems.
es they are made to resemble so closee
lines and garniture of elaborate
that anyone would be deceived as
singleness. A girl in black velvet

eir

Good Wishes for
Mr. Fred W.

are

worn

skirt is the casque or top impressive,
safe rule to follow that only the I

a

an

who

can wear a

smock in summer

Mr.

j

Angier

also sends

editorial

an

from the State Signal of Belfast, printed
in 1852, a strong appeal for good school

look well in the nearly related gart of chiffon silk or lace that calls
if a “casque.’*
Some of the most

buildings, which closes with the following paragraphs:
essfui developments in this sort of
We cannot better conclude these hasty
merit are of tricotine, or have tricoremarks, than by copying an extract
used as vests, cuffs, collars, or other from the report of the late Secretary of
the Board of Education (Hon. W7m.

lining touches. Wool embroideries on
don or satin are smart and effective,

G

Crosby.)

“The voice which has heretofore found
utterances only in the language of querutassels to long heavy fringes, make lousness, has begun to assume a bold and
conable adornment, of theextra blouse manly tone:—to speak of what should,
Men arc beginning to be
and must be.
a peplum that is a craze.
weary of witnessing the wasted time and
Luxurious Furs.
perverted opportunities of childhood. The
demand is for improvement. It is the
-rs in all the standard pelts are lavishj demand of the age in which we live.
ed, and many of those formerly con- Man’s moral and intellectual nature—the
rtd ordinary have been brought into material creation—are moved to answer
It is
A mighty agency is abroad.
it.
r by the wonderful manipulation that
giving a new impulse to matter—it is
■s every sort of
skin flexible and
thrilling the great heart of humanity. It
Wolf, which was introduced as a has reached the School and the Schoolitute for the more perishable fox( master.”

dangling

ornaments

of all sorts from

1

A physician’s

famous

prescription

internal and external

proved

a

blessing

to

use

for

that has

humanity for

over

THat's

Johnson’s
Anodyne

It^

Liniment

|

J

wonderfully soothing, healing and penetrating
Sore Throat,
anodyne for Coughs, Colds, Grippe,

/V

Cuts, Burns, Bruises,
Chills, Cramps, Sprains, Strains,
ills. There is
and many other internal and external
reliable
old family
ever
this
as
as good”
none

“just

remedy with

over

a

century of

success to

its credit.

her

John

gasoline

leave the neighborBenson of Frankfort

Jennie Cass has

returned

you

measures

III 1
111 k

buy
to

up

O 11 ll LI N

ImM j

|]|J

^

from

where she had employment.

grew

never

Regular

on

Reward

$100

His first “girl,” his first baby, his first
fight and the first time lie’s mentioned in
tlie newspapers for public office are re
membered after everything else has faded
from a man’s mind.

MOTOR GASOLINE

LORD & CO.

WINDSOR HOTEL STABLE

EAST BELFAST
NORTH BELFAST
ISLESSORO

COSTELLO M

LIBERTY

WALTER A. YOUNG

MORRILL

GEORGE L. EDMUNDS
CHARLES MESER' IE
J. F. VICKERY

i. mason co.
RERc\ c

c

NORTH PORT

Many doctors say influenza may be
with us before springtime.
Get your blood in good condition- -that
helps.
1

Take Celery King three times a week
for three, weeks—. hat helps.
Give it. to the children also, for it's a
! good, old-fashioned vegetable tea that
costs almost nothing,
but gently, yet j
surely, regulates the bowels and puts the ;
entire system in fine condition.
Say: "1 want Celery King." Your
druggist will mow he is handing you the
\ king of tonic laxatives.
!

J

peavey
WILLIAMS

dickey

v

co.

f

E. PERKINS

SEARSMONT

V

A. SIMMONS .v CO.

SEARSPORT

c. o. sawyer \ co

NORTH SEARSPORT

EKE1

3TOGKTOM

ames grocery co.
P. L. HUPPER

E »TINS()N

W. C. HASKELL & CO.

1

1

SWANVILLE

NICKERSON & DAMM

kVALDO

1 REE E- 1 TTTLEFIELD

j

j

BELFAST

AND

BURnHAM

BRANCH

On and alter July 1, 1919, trains con(
necting at Burnham and Waterville with
through trains for and from Bangor, Wo
j erville, Portland and Boston, will run
daily, except Sunday, a:, follows:
FROM

Belfast, depart,
Citypoint,
Waldo,

p.

6.45

1.10

46.50

41.15
fl.26

Unity,

Winnecook,

4.7.57

42.22

8.05
12.40
8.29
e8.39
8.45
11.45
3.30

2.40
5.40
5.17
3.21
3.33
5.55
9.20

Knox,

Tlomdike,
j Burnham, arrive,
Bangor,

j

m.

+7.01
7 14
7 29
7.36
7.45

Brooks,

1

,

I

BELFAST
am.

1.42

41.57
2.10
2.20

STATE OF MAINE
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
j'o tne Honorable Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court, next to he held at Belfast,
within and for said Cou-i:y, on the third
T 1 *sday of April, 1920:

[N
L
a.m.

j

her maiden
she was

name

lawfully

j

ftlLLSRATSj

Subscribed and sworn t. « before me, t is
twenty- lurih day of November, 1919,
[L S.J
(Signed) ARTHUR RITCHIE,
Not ry Public.

49.32

Brooks,

;

EVELYN MARSTON o
Palermo, i. said
bounty, wife of Edward Franklin Alar ton,

respectfully represents: That
was Ina Evelyn Hanson; that

married to the said E ward Franklin Marston
the eighth d iv of March, 1914. at Boston.
yIhsb., that they lived together as hu-band
ind wife at Boston and Palermo aforesaid un1 the thirtieth day of January. 1915. when he
jtterly deserted your libellant without cause,
ind went to parts unknown to her. since which
ime she has never seen him
received any
rnpport from him; that said utter desertb n
las
continued for three consecutive y ars
prior to the fl ing of this libe*; that the said
Edward Franklin Marston has been guilty of
iruel and abusive treatment and extreme
cruelty towards your said libellant; that his
•esiderce is unknown to your libellant and
•annor. be ascertained by reasonat le diligence;
nut there has been born to them one child.
Willi rd j Ernest Marston. aged four years;
wherefore she prays that a divorce may be
iecrted between her and the said Edward
Fran ;!in Marston for the causes above set
forth, and that she may hat e the custody of her
minor cm Id, and th.it thes*i Edward Franuim
Marstor be ordere 1 to pay a certain sum e. ch
veek for the support of said minor c'E;d
Dated at Belfast. Me., this twenty-fourth
lay of November, 1919.
(Signed) 1 N A E\ ELYN M ARS I ON.

Knox,

9.45

D. C.

a.m.

hi

9.01
p.m.

12.40
3.30
1.45
3.58
4.15

44.25
4.35
4.44

44.51
5.05
45.15

1.42

Douglass,
General Manager, Portland,

Maine

CHANCE IN SCHEDULE
ErFEJTLVE OCTOBER 31, 1911).
S. S. “Camden” will leave Belfast at
2.00 p. m. Mondays and Thursdays for
Boston and way landings.
RETURN—Leave Boston Tuesdays and
Fridays at 5.00 p. ni. for Belfast, Bangor
and wav landings.
GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent,
It,
Belfast, Maine.

■

43.47

412.45

; Eastern StaaisMs LHissJi.

OVER-EATING

TRUCKING

it the root of nearly ali digestive
evils. If your digestion is weak or
out cf kilter, better eat less and use

I

HQ1DS

fhe new aid to better digestion.
Pleasant tc take—effective. Let
Ki-mciJs Help straighten out your
digestive troubles.

j
|

|
i

MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTT'S EMULS.Qft

am

prepared

iSurniture and
orders

j

1

j

and mice—that's RAT-SNAP, the old reliable
-dent destroyer.
Comas in cakes—no mixing
v. ith other food.
Your money back if it fails.
25c size (1 cake) enough for
Pantry, Kitchen
or

Cellar

50c b z (2 cakes) for Chicken
House, coops,
or small
buildings.
.‘1,00 size (5 cakes) enough for alt form and

-buildings, storage buildings,
factory
buddings
Sold and Guaranteed by City Drug Store, A.
ou

A.

or

Howes & Co. and .;all-Ellis Co.

E. H.

Boyington

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST
30 Years* Experience.
44 South Mini Street. Winterport, Maine
Office Days—Mondays and Tuesdays.
Calls promptly attended.

For
Low price

Sale
second nanci

parlor

and kitchen stoves,
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

to do

all kinds ot tr ickin.,

piauo moving
.’t

oeiv

prompt attention.

’.Vtepnone connection
*2t>

I

S. C. Pattee, M. D,

waitio

W. W. BLAZO,
rtvenue, Felfas4,

Slabs at $2.50

a

cord and sawdust

Court-, In Vacation.
vemoer

25,

v

OFFICE IN

A

At iV.ilton

Coloniai Theatre Buiidin

ss.

Belfast, iv

D. 1919

Upon the amn xed writ and libel, it i« ordered by me, the undersigned, a Justice of said
Court, that notice be given to the libelee by
publishing an attested cony of th»* same, or an
abstract thereof, together with
this ohRt
thereon, three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the C unty of Walao, the !» t nubiicT
tion to be six y days at. leas before the next
term of said Court, to be hold n at
Belfast,
withii
arm
for ►aid (. ountv, on 'bo third
Tuesday ..f April next, that he n. »y then and
there appear in said Court and answer thereto, if he idee tit.

Residence 43

I EL. 338-2

H

day

of
Waldo

<

c

B
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I E RE AS, Albert !l Whiimn of V ddo,
* **
in the Countv of VV tl lo an > State of
Maine, by his mortgage deed d-:i-the first

Y\7

■

September,
noun

1’age 102,

his

CHICHESTER S PILLS

1

Hi!!?'

Notice ot foreclosure

2m fl

No* ice of foreclosure
Wj
VV

last.

Upper Bridge. Belfast.

High Sireei, Belfast.

REREAS, Es~I F Gibbs of Brouks, in the
County of Wald and State of Maine, by
mortgage deed dated the fourteenth day of
j
February, A. 14 1917, and recorded in the Waldo
County Registry of Deeds. Book 325. Page 315
conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain
CHARLES J. DUNN.
| parcel of real estate, situate in Brooks, in the
Justice Supreme Judic al Court.
County of Waldo, and hound 1 as follows:
A true copy of libel and order of notice
Dll the north by land of John Gibbs and Ed1
thereon.
win Gordon; on the east by land of Herbert
Attest: JAMES H C1I LFY Clerk
Cram; on the south by land of W, E. and E L
Date of Publication, I.)t c-utber
p, 1919.
Gibbs, and on the west by land of H. J, Hamlin, and being parts of lots 73 and 74 first division, according to the plan of said Brooks.
Conveying by this deed the farm locally
known as the Amos Gibus farm,
together with
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
A
the
buildings thereon; and whereas the conLadles! Ask your Druggist for /A
*
dition
of
said
Tins
been
mortgage
broken:
Wlamondllrand/AJk
L
A 1 Ills In Red and «old netalllcXl^r
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
}1 ™>*es. sealed with Blue Ribbon. \/
the condition thereof 1 claim a foieciosure of
j lake no other. Buy of yonr ▼
f
DjUKflst.
AskforC’HI.CnfEM.TERS said mortgage.
f
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for«|
Nov. 20th, A. D. 1919.
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
LIZZIE M. DICKEY.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

re.

For Sale

OK MAINE.

Supreme Judicial

Waldo,

of

the

at $1.00 a co/d while t
STATE

specialty.

a

stable, cornel
lain and Cto.-'s streets, and they will

-eave

,
1

j

STAN DA KD OIL COM P ANY of NEW YORK

;

Waldo,
45.55
41-56
Sam E. Conner, :.n his story of the
Citypoint.
410.05
42.15
45.2o
special session of the Legislature pub foil10.10
2.25
Belfast, irilve,
5.35
ed in the Lewiston Journal, had the fo
4Flag tation.
lowing: One man you (.an be very curtai
eStops to leave passengers.
to lind around the State House during
Fare fiom Belfast to Boston, $7.61.
the opening days of a Legislature.
lion
M. L. Harris. Gen’l Pass. Agt.

The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learu that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure
in all its stages and that is catarrh. Catarrh being great,y influenced by consti
lional conditions requiries constitutional
treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is
taken internally and acts thru the Blood
on the Mucous .Surfaces of the
System,
thereby destroying the foundation of (he
disease, giving the patient strength by
building up (he constitution and assisting
nature in doing its work. Tlie proprietors
have so much faith in tlie curative powers of Hall's Catarrli Medicine that
they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any case
that it fails to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO Toledo,
Ohio. Sold by all Druggists, 75c.

SOCONA

READ GARAGE & MACHINE CO.

It5s Time to Take

Legislature

John Erancis Sprague of Dover is the
man.
Mr. Sprague has been connected
with the Legislature in the past, has held
important positions and has taken nu
merous fliers in politics in beha.f of his
friends. The pas. few years he has been
devoting himself to digging up historical
information concerning Maine and publishmg Sprague’s Journal or Maine history, one of tlie most important publications in tlie State.
He is still interested in politics.

Best Gasoline

EVERETT A. BANKS
CITY GARAGE
F. W. CURTIS & SON
HALL-ELLIS HARDWARE CO.
HARDING & RACKLIFF'E

Noticed rats around my kennels, having hundreds of prize dogs, couldn’t take
chances.
Pried RAT-SNAP; in three
weeks every rat disappeared.
Noticed
that the dogs never went near RATSNAP.
I tell my friends about RATSNAP.” Use this sure rodent, extermiComes in cake form.
nator, it’s safe.
Three sizes, 25c, 50c, SI.00. Sold and
guaranteed by Hall- tilts Co., City Drug
Store and A. A Howes & Co.

nor

Attendant

^1

1

Joe Armstrong, Celebrated Dog
Trainer, Uses Kat-Snap.

1

A

DEALERS WHO SELI

Mr.

will not suffer from any distress
eat what you want without fear f suiter j
Clinton,
ing. or money back, would you urn dowrn Fairfield,
this oiler?”
Walerville,
Vli-o-na
And when you are offeree
Port.and,
stomach tablets, made from a prescription ; Boston, p. m.,
1
better than many of the stomach specialTO BE I FAST
ist.s know how to write, are you geing to
a.m.
be narrow minded and continue U suffer ;
2.45
from indigestion, or are you going to be Boston,
fair to yourself and try Mi-o-na on the j
7.15
Portland,
money back agreement.
a.m.
Mi-o na stomach tablets are offered to
Water
7.00
10.30
mile,
you on this basis, that if they do nc;. put
6.40
Bangor,
12.40
your stomach into such good shape that
Fairlieln,
7.06
10.48
bilithere is no dizziness, sour stomach,
7.17
10.58
ousness, sick headache, and stomach dis- Clinton,
8.40
11.15
tress, your money will he returned. For Burnham, leave,
; sale by A. A. Howes & Co. and all lead- WinnecooK,
48 50
411.25
9.07
12.00
Unity,
j ing druggists.
9.25
12.30
Thornd.ke,
1

r

BELFAST
Why

gave

assumed the title of
“professor.” Tlu^e things were after
ward remembered to Iris credit.
A few years ago Greeneup went permanently out of the rainmaking bnsiness.
Tn a street car accident he lost
his left foot, which had t
he amputated above the ankle. After that for
love or money lie refused to experin.out with the weather.
When the secret of .is success was
finally revealed some carping moralist!
called him make 1 olieve.
lie never
claimed, like another famous personn
age. to he
partnership with the
Almighty. Hut at least he had lone
soinet! ing that nobody in
lie world
had
«*r don
before
He had ca vitalized a cor;

|"

White and Blue
So CO'ny Sign

| Standard Oilco.si n.y.|

18c per lb.
The price of sugar during the war was
9c per lb.
And only a little while ago
the War Department sold 23,009,000 lbs
of sugar to France at one-fourth the
curr mt American price
C ngress gave the administration $2,000,000 for an investigation leading to
the reduction of the cost of living.
Wiiat is the answer?
It was a profitless .n vestment.

Greeneup

wealthy Greeneup

himself frills

Reliable Dealer

only SOCONY
—uniform, pure,
powerful. Look
^or l^e ^ed,

V^wll\
YMil
■■ Bll
II ■II

I

k JIlTfin
MM I

quality standards

Attorney General Palmer has lixed the
price of sugar to the American people at

1

$100

100 years.

The best way to
be sure that the

WHA P’S THE ANSWER?

would have to
slay a long time in a locality before
he could find the exact combination
necessary to coax the wet forces into
nrtion
Sometimes he had to confess
that the drys were too strong for him.
I'*tit as soon as he posual his forfeit
and set up his apparatus the desired
moisture followed in a few days.
Gnce in Elsinore valley he gave the
ground a good son kin x for a paltry
$2,500 thus saving
<1 000.000 grain
crop. Of course he nu de a tidy for
tune, yet at ihe time no »ne considered
lii*' charges exorbitant. And everybody
admitted he was a good sport. As he

Aagier,

do.
I love old Belfast, it is still home to
me and I want it to progress and be the
leading home city of New England.

the

Mrs.

Prospect,

Al.

Sometimes

is :o buy from the
de alers listed be-

m

name“gasoline.”

has taken her place at Mr. Nickerson’s.

never explained his meththe farmers wanted was the
All Greencup wanted was the
With the result both were
money.
satisfied. His apparatus consisted of
a flag pole, an electric
battery, a kite
with a metal tail and an air balloon
filled with a mysterious gas.
Tf s -ientisrs demanded the reason for these
contrivances, he shook iiis head and
smiled.

ods.
rain.

have received their education in Belfast

or

Mrs.

always won.
Greencup

up-to-date, thoroughly equipped High
building, surrounded by ample
playgrounds, where both mind and body
of the coming generations might be properly developed, and Belfast able to provide the educational advantages equal to
anything to be obtained in the progressive
cities and towns of the West, and I think
that this is the feeling of the many who

this part of the dress,

suits

hood.

ers.
Solly Greencup. when
or,ep decided he could produce rain in a
given
district, always hacked his opinion
with hard cash. If he asked the farmers to
pat up $1.000 for an inch of
rain, he nit up another $1,000 himself
as a forfeit in case he
failed. And he

■

on

to have

sorry

Solly Oreencnp. indeed, occupied for
while a position
unique in the annals
of meteorology. Scientists
might doubt
and cynics might scoff, but
whenever
Solly went after the rain clouds lie always got 'em.
Moreover he didn’t
work on “the
heads-I-win, tails-youlose” principle of some other
rainmak-

■ving her a slender girl in blue but, through business, or other reasons,
daintily braided in narrow bisque have been called to reside elsewhere. They
love the old home town, the happy child‘d soutache, wore one of the very 1
hood days are ever in their minds, and
or draped toques that simulate Nathey are still interested in the welfare oi
1
dir lines.
A dowager swathed in the old home city, located by the most
beautiful bay upon the Atlantic coast.
wore a high crown like turban of j
There is no question of the wish to
n fly blur with big jetted
pins as its j contribute to this fund, although the
Don’t Spoil a Good Meal With
garniture.
calls for help, from all sources, during
a Bad Stomach
raps were laid aside and hats doffed : the past few years have been frequent
and heavy, yet all who can will do so
the curtain went up, everything in 1
cheerfully now.
If a physician, a specialist hr stomach
omen’s d'ess was obscured except
I regret exceedingly that the unfortu- diseases, came, to you and said: ”1 will
dice.
Pertiaps this is one reason nate accident, which has been the cause fix up that miserable, worn out stomach
gorgcousuess of the embroideries of my confinement to the hospital for the for you or money back.
past year, makes it impossible for me to
{‘I will make it. as good as new so y ou
extravagant elegance of material so
do
share in the work now as I would
and can
lavished

Mass,

years, has returned to her home in Prospect.
She leaves many friends who are

a

school

ally where

Chelsea,

sas.

Belfast.

my
like to

of

Mrs. Sprague, who has been housekeeper for J. M. Nickerson for several

remember the extraordinary success scored some
years ago
by Solly Green cup. the rainmaker
If
not, you can read his record in a
portfolio of newspaper
clippings collected
n,! the way from Nome to
San T'iego,
from eastern Oregon to
western Kan-

I cannot recall anything appearing in
The Journal that has given me so much
pleasure as the announcement of Miss
Crosby’s generous gift towards the erection of a new school building for our
native city.
It has been my wish for years tbai the
day might come for Belfast to have an

:

Black

I Gasoline

I'wB-BSH

A wide variety of
mixtures is being

son

Perhaps you

nal:

com-

Charles H.

Motor

Searsport

recently visited Miss Harriet M. Nicker-

Given an ingenious mind and
an eye
to business, a live
man can make money out of almost any old
tiling.

still confined to
the Columbia Hospital at San Jose, Calif.,
writes the following letter to The Jour-

mousquetairo gloves
costume.

DOUQF.’S CORNE

West, Was Simple.

and can be had in many dilferent colors, mink is extremely fashionable
and in the better grades hard to disLucv Carter.
guish from sable.

“skn

ALL “RAINMAKERS”

are

becoming,

::er

Co„ Portland. Maine.

Secret of Success of
Solly Greeocup,
Who Is Well Remembered .p
the

in the lobby to wait for her
companions, showed no relief from
,ble tinting until her small toque of
; -greenjbeaver topped its somberness
epeated the black note in outstandhas now obtained recognition for its own
grettes. Her velvet dress was guilt- |
and grav squirrel has soared until it
sake,
f trimming except for a wonderful |
is in the luxury class, because of its beauudered sash of matchingsatin. High |
tiful color and swagger make-up.
C C.
i shoes of glazed leather showed the
Shayne, where all the finest French
-hurt vamp and instep strap elabor- | models are
reproduced in the best standperforated. A scarf of silver fox I ard pelts, lind it difficult to keep pace
ver her
arm, for the day was one j with the demand for coats and wraps of
1 mink,
caracul, Hudson seal and sable.
e warm ones that have come up at
The beginning of the season usually
lent intervals this fall.
A woman a
j brings the bulk of the people who buy
re mature, who joined her, wore a
what suits them without much regard for
Later come the greater number
Id toilet of black and white striped price.
who must spend more carefully, but who
*
in with effective trimmings of white j
realize that even a small piece of dependil and a big tarulike toque of black 1 able fur is a worth while investment.
t relieved and smartened with long i Stoles and scarfs of the animal variety,
White spats and high stock collars that swathe the
ug white featners.
i neck cosily and becomingly, add to the
appearance of any garment they are worn
with, if the right selection is made, while
poor quality, cheap pelts are an extravagance.
They are so short lived and so
soon grow shabby that they spoil the
effect they were meant to improve. Beaver is an excellent choice, fox is always
ing

*r
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SOCONY

*”

-SSISK-St’VSSiS#?
*-■ ?•’ Medicine

_"

at their best.
The most successful solvents are used
to extract the medicinal properties from
these herbs.
Every utensil and tank that comes in
contact with the medicine is sterilized
and as a final precaution in cleanliness
the medicine is pasteurized and sealed
in sterile bottles.
It is the wonderful combination of
roots and herbs, together with the
skill and care us ■! in its preparation
which has made this famous medicine
so
successful in the treatment of
female ills.
The letters from women who have
been restored to health by the use of
on?table ComLydia E. Pinkham';
pound which we are continually pubshing atfosr to its virtue.

ledly leads, but black and navy are
followers, while other tones are apt
developed in duvetin or some other

The Sign of Service

Z

A visit to the laboratory where this
•uccessful remedy is made impresses
even the casual looker-on with the reliability, accuracy, skill and cleanliness
which attends the making of this great
medicine for woman’s ills.
Over 350.000 pounds of various herbs
are used anually and all have to be
gathered at the season of the year when
their natural juices and medicinal sub-

GLIMPSES

Afternoon

Dys^psialt,Livere trouble manrS0'Called

wonderful new discoveries for the cure
of
dollars for the widely advert’;
C.?nstlPatlon,—you may spend many hard earned
Pllla, powders or tablets, and after
trying them all von advertclscd
^
Practically no better than
when
i may find“yourself
°ne
housereliable,
hold remedy,
has
S1af<-\sPcedY'
and sold in Maine tor more
than sixtv vpars
u- uCu PrePared
relief to thousands of sick and
person,
The
U^ia .0Hginal “L- ? Atwood’s Medicine.
C
Doubtless vonr Motv. ea^-y taken, the action is prompt and sure.

How Lydia E. Pinkham’s

special arrangement has all the

v

Old-time remedy

co

1914

and

rec.

d.-l in

certain pare •! of real estate situate in
Waldo,
in th» County >f Wald » and St »te of Maine,
together with the buildings th reon and described as follows:
D being the same premises conv ved by
William L Coombs t<> E' en A C »mbs by
warranty -eed dated September 24. 1903, recorded in Waido Registry of Deeds, Hook '293,
Rage 93. containing one hundred at .1 venty
acres, more or 1 s>, and being the Into homestead form of William l. Coombs, deceased,
and hein the same premises conveyed to Albert It Whitcomb by Lewis A, White.•mb, by
nia deed be--rirg cL.te of S- idemh
first, A.D.
1914; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has b m.i broken:
Now. therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof 1 claim a for closure of
said mortgage.
Nov.mber 18th, A. D. 1919.
ELLEN K. SilOREY.
H. c. B
3w48
>

!

,

the

Registry of Deeds, H .ok 318,
vey»*d to me. the undersigned, a

y

SEARSPQRT.
Dyer entertained Mr. ant
Mrs. F. S. Smith of Portland on Thursday,
Mrs. F.

S.

Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Eno

ing their winter apartment

on

are

occupy-

Main street.

Rev. and Mrs. N. F. Atwood spent the
week with Mrs. Atwood’s parents ir
Portland.
Misses Sally and Kathryn Dow
holiday guests of their mother, Mrs.

The
were

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ward
guests of Mrs. Kale Leary

were

on

din-

Thanks-

Mrs. P. L. Gilkey returned Saturday
from Bangor where she was the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Gilkey.

Hamilton, returned

j

:

Thanksgiving theme

the

in the

Fred Newcombe and family have
cently moved into the house lately

was

Sunday

on

a

anthemums.

The decorations were chrysFollowing the morning ser-

Dept,

united

brief praise service
conducted by the pastor and an informal
program was carried out by the children.

maud of the

for

a

given by Jay Fairchild,
Henry Rogers, Alice Trundy, Mary Ilavj ener, Alice Gray, Velma Clements and
Three songs by the school
Ellen Frame.
children during their three days’ recess.
[ “Father We Thank Thee” by primary
Mrs H. B. Whittier, Miss Annie Whit- and beginners classes, “Harvest Song”
j
tier and Charles W hittier spent the holiby older pupils, and “America the Beauday in North Stockton, the guests of Mr. tiful” by Junior girls, w-ere interspersed.
and Mrs. F. M. Ellis.
The accompanists were Miss Mildred
Raymond Carter, who came from New Shute and Miss Isabel Frame.
Turk for a brief shore leave, was ill at
Among the festivities of the past week
the time of his steamer’s sailing and was the second of a series of suppers by
obliged to stay at home during the voy- the Kanetota uirls. The hostesses were
Recitations

Miss Mabel Griffin, who has been the
guest ot her cousin, Miss flarriette Erskine since closing her house for the winter will spend the remainder of the sea-

Mrs.

:

son

Miss Edna Griffin, who has been absent for the past six months, returned

Saturday and will spend the winter with
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. W arren A.
Griffin of the Harboi district.
Partridge

Herbert

to

returned

the

University of Maine Monday after spending the brief recess with his parents,
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. George Partridge.
Partridge is completing a law course, interrupted by his war service.
At the Service Rooms on Saturday under the direction of Mr. B. F. Colcord,
Henry Rogers, Clyde Heal and George
Littlefield entertained about 25 of their
All the

friends.
new

ones

were

oia

and

games

played.

Pop

Starting Wednesday with

a

manyand

corn

served. The affair
apples
delightful close tc the holiday.
were

was

menu

for ten at

a

drizzle that froz.e upon whatever it. touchof the most remarkable ice
one

ed,

storms of'many years coated roads, walKs,
trees, wires and grass blades. Lights

a

first

child and

son

Jay and Mrs.

Lilia Blee.

with Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Arey in Sears-

port.
Mr. and Mrs. Will McKeen moved last
into the yellow house on School

cent.

Mrs.

J.

H.

account of the epidemic, open-

Colby Coose is in Boston with his sister, Mrs. Arthur Stinson,
from

Keene recently returned

Everett

visit with friends in Albion.

a

William

Mr.

nieces’,
Mrs.
tained

Cleaves returned

to his

the Misses Colcord, last Saturday.
Annie K. Harriman

was

enter-

Thanksgiving by Mrs. A. C. Col-

has been there several weeks and has

Miss Emma Hichborn

Mrs.

Truman Lathrop has lately lost

came

car

from Bel-

fast to spend Thanksgiving with her sister, Miss Nellie Hichborn. They entertained Capt. and
dinner.
Miss
this

Mrs. George Knox at

Florence Patterson, formerly of
now of Boston, recently

place and

serious operation for appenAt last tidings her recovery was

dicitis.

a

expected.
Herbert

Bagley,

who has been in Old

Town for several weeks, moved his family there on Nov. 28, where they will re-

main, he having obtained
jewelry store.

a

position in

a

Clarence Dobbin and family have taken
possession of their lately purchased
house, formerly owned by WillN. Smith,
aud remembered by former residents as

evening,

Littlefield’s
parents, Capt. and Mrs. William Barbour,
went to Brewer for this occasion.
Nov.

Staples, Ralph

Staples and Mrs. Everett H. Grant arrived Friday night to be with their sister, Mrs. Charles H. Emery, in her bereavement.
They left Monday for their

Bert

Nov.
ill.

24th.

Mrs.

Corliss left for Sioux

City, Iowa,

24th,

to join his wife, who is very
She suffered from the influenza last

Evening

West

went

Hayward and family. Mr. H. is employed in the Stockton shipyard.
Harry K. Hichborn and Dr. H. G.
Hichborn of Cambridge arrived Nov.
25th from

a
hunting trip in the Moosehead Lake region.
They brought home
one deer and some birds.
The doctor’s
wife remained with Mrs. Harry Hichborn
during the men’s absence and after spend-

ing Thanksgiving

their return, he and
his wife left for their home in Cambridge,
Mass.
on

The out-of-town guests present at the
funeral of the late Charles II. Emery on

Saturday

Mrs.

Lydia T. Emery,
Mrs. Frederick A. Eddy, the Misses Hazel
and Mildred Eddy of Bangor, Harold
Eddy of Jackson, Mich., Lawrence Eddy,
were

student at the Mass. Instit ute of Technology, Mrs. Everett H. Grant of New
Haven, Conn Mr. and Mrs. Willard G.

The death of

Charles FI. Emery
occurred Thursday morning, Nov. 27lh.
Though suffering acute'y much of the
time during his long illness of more than
Mr.

year’s duration, compelled to sit in his
chair day and night, he nevertheless
maintained his cheerfulness, kept up his
old-time custom of joking with the many
a

to

came

see

him.

He

was

He

was

was done for his comborn in the town of Milford,

Maine,

June 22, 1853, the son of the late
B. and Lydia P. Tapley Emery.
His father was a large lumber dealer, asHosea

sociated

\j,

women

boy, his father moved from the house in
Milford to the house at 242 Cedar street,
Bangor, where the family continued to
live, and which is now the home of Mrs.
Frederick A.

Eddy,

a

sister of Mr.

Emery,

twice married, coming to Stockton
Springs from Ellsworth in the year 1905.
was

After remaining some time in Stockton
Springs, he sojourned in Boston some
three years, returning thence to this village, where he had since resided. March
lfi, 1911, he was united in marriage with
Mrs. I.illias N. Staples of this

place,

and

since that time had been identified with

the favorite of good housekeepers everywhere because
its big sanitary zinc cylinder dips the wash up and down
through hot suds countless times, dissolving grease and
sifting dirt through to the bottom of the tub. Clothes
last so much longer that the Eden pays for itself in one
to two years in saving-wear and tear.

the

is

at

or

at

time-payment way
Liberty Bonds were bought.

that

late

J.

D.

instrumental in

Atkinson of

struction of the present Sandypoint shipyard. A man of large experience, strong
in his likes and dislikes, Mr. Emery was
a kind neighbor,
thoughtful friend and
His appreciation of
devoted husband.

i

less

easy

was

was

remark-ble and his love of

birds most unusual.

ft

/g

necessary

same

A J
yS** /

Afe'&i

His home

was

sur-

rounded by bird houses and bird feeding
places; from the watching of which he
derived the keenest pleasure. Mr. Emery
leaves to mourn his departure his most
Mrs.
devoted wife, his aged mother,

bereavement. The funeral was held Saturday afternoon at 1 o’clock from his
late

home,

the Rev. A. A. Smith of Ban-

gor officiating in his usual comforting
The floral tributes were many

manner.

and beautiful.

The interment

vi llage cemetery
lot.
ing

safety interlockswinging wringer
positions.

493

on

was

in the

the Staples family

The friends of Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Tarbox of Fryeburg will be sorry to learn

lock* into six

Penobscot

Owen Moore and Hedda Nova in a
Thrilling
Mystery Melodrama of the Mardi Gras

VITACRAPH

COMEDY_

Bay Electric Company

KINOCRAWS

WILLIAM FARNUM

BERT LYTELL

HARRY CAREY

IN

IN

“The Man Hunter” “One
Full of action and a goodly amount
of exciting thrills.

A

thing

IN

at a time

O’Day”

‘THREE MOUNTED MEN'

light, breezy story

of the circus—
in 5 acts

OUTINC CHESTER

rough riding Western melodram

A

VOD-A-V L.

A SCREEN NOVELTY
“SATtN CN EARTH”

SCREEN MACAZINE

.Reserve

LLOYD COMEDO

HE.RST NEWS

District No. 1

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

THE SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK,
At

Searsport, in the State of Maine,
business

the close of

at

TUTTLE SAY&

November 17, 1919.

on

he is not

RESOURCES.

Dollars Ct.

Foreign

118,463 43
li C3

..

Bonds, (other than U.S. bonds) pledged to secure postal savings deposits
Securities, other than U. S. bonds, (not including stocks,) owned and

unpledged.j

...

Collateral 1'rust and other notes of corporations issued for not less than
ONE YEAR nor more than THREE YEARS’ time.
Total bonds, securities, etc other ‘ban U. S.
Stock of Federal Reserve Bank (50 per cent of subscription).
Value of banking house, owned and unincumbered.
Equity in banking house.
Furniture and fixtures...
Real estate owned other than banking house.
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank...
Cash in vault and net amounts due from national banks.
Total of Items. .••■$
Checks on banks kcated outside of city or town of reporting bins: ai d
other cash items...
fund with U S. Treasurer and due from V
earned but not collected—approximate--on
Receivable not past due.

Redemption
Interest

GOOD SHOES

00

at

j

Special Notice

182,825 34

We wish to give notice that
after this date (Oct. 28th' for an
nite period, we will receive
appl,
canning.
THE SACO VAI l
■Htf
CANNING CO.

4,881 25
190,706 59
2.250 Ol)
3,000 00
3,000 00
1,400 00
2,250 00
i.vOOO 00
28

17,104

|

:

i

1

1,217 96
2,500 00

and Bills

:ts

r,

GOOD PRICES
103,729

S. Treasurer.
i\

I

3,000 00

17 104 2

giving anything aw

WHEN HE OFFERS

and discounts, including rediscounts..$118 463 43
Bills of Exchange or Drafts sold with indorsement of this bank
Overdrafts secured, none unsecured,.
U. S. (ioveinmenc Securities owned.
50,000 00
Deposited to secure circulation (U S. bonds par value).
Owned and unpledged.
53,729 00
Total U. S. Government securities.
Other Bonds, securities, etc.:
Loans

1.615 72

...

Total.

$459,248 Oi
LIABILITIES.
Dollars. Crs
50.000 00

that Mr. Tarbox had his wrist broken
several weeks ago by his auto “backhaB suffered internal pain as
it is a bone that cannot be set and it is
feared a piece of it will have to be re-

firing.” He

moved.

Stoves

25 000 On
17 886 24
2 291 32

15,594 92

49,997
20,475
1,371

FOR SA! E AT COST

50
l
59

Come early and get yours.

Total of Items. .$ 21,846 76
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Reserve
(deposits payable within 30 days):

Individual deposits subject to check..
Dividends unpaid..
Total demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subj< .*t to reserve. $113,013 98
30 days, or subTime deposits subject to Reserve (payable aft
ject to 30 days or mure notice, and postal savings):
for
than
money borrowed).
Certificates, of deposit (other
Postal savings deposits
Other time deposits..
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve.$183,794 85

State of Maine, County of Waldo, ss:
1, W. R Blodgett, Cashier of the above-ranged bank, do
statement is true to the best ol my knowledge and belief.

Subscribed ar.d

sworn

to before

J

solemnly

112,961 9"
52

swear

Tut

>

9

BROOKS, maim:
11,480

IS
563 16

171,751,51
$459.248

Total.

the

0.

above

W R. BLODGETT. Cashier.
day of November, 1919.
H. SULLIVAN, Judge of the Searsport Municipal Court.

me

this 28th

Correct.

B,

Attest:

F.

COLCORD,

(\ NICHOLS,
Directors.
WM. C. PENDLETON, \
D.

BELFAST

PRICE

CURRENT.

STATE OF MAINE
WALDO SS.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE

Apples,
Beans,

MARKET 1

ier

bbi.,

1 Kifs,
Fowl.

Geese,

PRODUCER

Supreme
In

j

|

1

RETAIL MARKET

RETAIL PRICE

Equity.

SARAH J, MIENCH

Hides,

2 20
Beef, corned, 35a38 Lime,
<18
Butter, salt, 18a24 Oats,
8
1 04 Oat Meal,
Corn,
8
Cracked corn, 1 7!) Onions,
1 7!) Oil, kerosene, 21a22
Corn meal,
13
45 Pollock,
Cheese,
34
4 15 Pork,
Cotton seed,
8
15 Rye meal,
Cranberries,
2 70
Clover seed, OOaOO Shorts,
11
13 00al6 50 Sugar,
Flour,
1 35
5 75 Salt, T. 1.,
H. Cr. seed,
6
34 Sweet potatoes,
Bard,

Judicial i'wukt,

Nolice of Horeclosi
HERE AS. J'herdore 1'
dom, m the C unty of W
Main-, by his rnotignge
eleventh day of August, A. I;
c- rded i•. W aldo
Registry of L>
Rage 136, conveyed
me, th

;.»

u

of

ly'lC,.

e ls, R.
u '.dc-rsi.
arcel f real estate o’
,.«1
ilie aril b r» tdoui. :n t he- Co u.
of V\
Mate of Malta
and Round 1 ,.s f. .1 •.
certain lot of land situ m
in the t ....
Mont vide and Freedom and h.
ded aor:
the
town
line
ii
>..
Beginning
from Ralerie k o
-’
V\ _,ars \V 11
h
t ad about 150 rode;
Wm. S. Stevt sen place, a1 ui 40 r.
stake and atom-; thence westerly at
rods; thence southerly on the r<.nd
from the R.owen house to Fr-.
\
thence westerly on tne road Undine p
Luther F. Davis house U the said
is
thence southerly by s id Davi- Im .1 am
rods; tbence easterly by
forno. r,%
Itic
dpied by Win W Downn
tirBt mentii ned buur.ds, c 1
t.
more
or
ss
Alsc
acres,
.;hei

certain f

..

••

,c

>

..

$20 00a25 00

28
20a22
: Lamb,
10
Lambskmsl 00a 1 50
20
58a60 Mutton,
1 75
15a 16 Potatoes,
18
15 Round Hog,
10 00a 12 00
36 Straw,
26a32
35 Turkey,
2
65 Tallow,
22 !
35 Veal,
82 Wool, unwashed, 60 !
1
8 00
30 Wood, hard,
6 50
32 Wood, soft,

$3 00a4 00
10
pea,

Beans, y. e.,
Butter,
eef, sides,
e ef, f. q
Cheese,
Chicken,
..alf Skins,
luck,

PAID

Hay,

\

j

-•

vs.

BRADFORD & COMPANY.
Sarah J. French of Stockton Springs. <n the
County ot Waldo and State of Maine, complains against. A. F. Bradford & (' .mpany, a
corporation duly existing by law. and located
A. F.

3.

There

|
|

thirty

acres,

1

i

R

v
oo

MALE

existing assets of said
distributed, and no lia-

corporation

;

bounded by lam. of The.
the l.uther b’. Dhvih ot hmo
containing

are no

Therefore the plaintiff prays:
1. That said defendant corporation may
be dissolved and terminated.
1. T! at the plaintiff may have such
other and further relief as the nature of
the case may require.
3.
And that such notice of this hill may
he given to the defendent corporation as
the court may see fit to is9ue
SARAH J. FRENCH.
[L.S.]

I
]

tim

corporation.

|
|

..

■

on

1, sin tiie town of Stockton Springs, in sa d
»unw. ereas th
condition of said
•;. 1 g
.y of Waldo, and aavs:
been
now
therefor. hy reason
broken,
1. The plaintiff is a stockholder ami
tueach of the condition thereof I da
president and treasurer of said A F. Bradclosure of said rnur g< go.
f rd & Company.
Dated this twenty fourth .ia\
Nov*
2
At a meeting of the stockholder- of
A. D. 1919
W Kd
LEON 1
said corporation legally called therefor,
dam
3w49
ar d held at said Stockton
«»n
the
|
Springs
fourteenth day of October, A. i>. 1919, to
said stockholders voted to dissolve said
]

j

j

>

to

be

Help Wanted

bilities.

EARN $10 DAY gathering evergr
roots ami herbs
Ginseng Sib lb Bals
Fir $9 lb, Seal $5.50; Senega $1.50, or cithern yourself.
Book and prices
Botanical 25, West. Haven, Conn.

Wanted

MARRIED.
STATE OE MAINE.

searsport, Dec.
COOMBS-SMITH
1, by Rev. T. H. Martin, Harold T.
Coombs of Belfast and Miss Lillian May
Smith of Searsport.
PortHOLLINGSHEAD-QUIMBY—In
land, Dec. 2, Harold II. Hollingshead of
Montclair, N. J and Miss Katherine C.
In

|

ss.
November 20. 1919.
'I hen personally appeared Sarah J French
and made oath that she has read the abuve bill
and knows the contents thereof and that the
same is true of her own knowledge, except
the matter stated to be on information and belief, that as to those matters, she believes
S. B. MERRITHEW,
them to be true,
Justice of the Peace.

Waldo,

Quimby of Belfast.
state
DIED.

NOTICE.

bill in tquity .it is ordered
hearing thereon be had on Friday, the
twenth-sixth day of December, A D. 1919, at
10 o’clock a. m at the Court Mouse in Belfast,
Maine, and that notice thereof be given by
serving the Clerk of said Corporation w ith an
attested copy of this Dill, together with this j
I
order
thereon, at least thirty days before said
years.
Emery. In Stockton Springs, Nov. 27, j d te, and that an attested copy of s:dd bill and
order be published in The Republican Journal,
Charles H. Emery, aged 66 years.
and published in said BelNICHOI.S. In Belmont, Nov. 30, George a newspaper printed
fast, for two successive weeks, the last publiW. Nichols, aged 62 years.
fourteen days betore the
least
cation being at
Ill New Brighton, Staten P-ate of said
RYDER.
hearing, in order that all persons
Sailors’
the
at
Island, N. Y., Nov. 27,
interested therein may then and there appear
Snug Harbor, Capt. John W. Ryder, for- and show cause, it any they have, why the
months.
5
65
of
years,
Belfast, aged
prayer of said hill should not be granted.
merly
Dated November 29. 1919.
LESLIE C CORNISH.
Chief Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
OF
CARD
A true copy of bill and order thereon.
I wish to thank all of my friends in the
AtteBt: JAMES 11. CILLEY, Clerk.
coat shop where I worked for so kindly
Date of publication Dec, 4, 1919.— 2w49
remembering me in my recent illness

Upon the foregoing
a

THANKS

a shower of beautiful Thanksgiving
postcards, for which 1 feel very grateful.
Sincerely,

with

Mrs. Sarah,E. Rogers.
Nov. 30, 1919.

FOR RENT

A FURNISHED FLAT for light house
keeping, with modern improvements on
the same floor. For particulars apply to
Several cars of Christmas trees have
MRS. JOHN F. ROGERS,
18 Main Street.
Tel. 149-5
been loaded at Prospect Station.

Belfast,

Drop postal, will call

Address

P. O. Box 182 Belfast. Maine
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE

hereby gives noticduly appointed administratr
scriber

HERBERT H

t

OLI

>

it

INS. late

inhas \

—

-do

stat.
1

Belfast

the County of Wa’do. -U .--ased. and
n
has.
A.I
bonds as the law directs
demands against the estate ot sai.id-c
or
seta
are desired to present the same
inent, and all indebted thereto a:<• request*1
to make payment immediately.
MARY M. Oi l IN
Belfast. Me Oct. 14, 1919

in

Waldo, ss

that

Second Bund Kitchen Move.
Also list'd Al l Si|Udi -

of Maine.

ORDER OF

In New Brighton,
CUUMMINGS.
Nov. 24, at the
Staten Island, N. Y
one
of
T.
sister, Sailors’ Snug Harbor, Willian A CumBangor,
Lydia
Emery
Mrs. B’rederick A. Eddy of Bangor, hus- i mings, formerly of Prospect, aged 82 years,
BllCRLIN. In Swanville, Nov. 29, Le
band and four children, and other more j
roy Bucklin, formerly of Morrill, aged 45
of
the
distant relatives. The. sympathy

community is extended to them in this

The

•‘The Crimson Gardenia"

WEDNESDAY

Boston in the shipbuilding possibilities of
Sandypoint, which resulted in the con-

nature

expense without the untoil. A trial costs nothing. If you decide to own one, you
can buy the Eden for cash or in the

ing

town.

established under
the

of

interested the late Isaac C

home free

month to do better wash-

the

obtaining the right of way for the spur
track for the Lawrence Canning Factory, thus greatly facilitating that
And still later he
business enterprise.

Obligation or Expense
for yourself why other women
willing to invest a little every

week

was

management
Young. Later he

Without
are

Lowder Brook

the

Try the Eden
See

prosperity of

business

Through his influence the sardine factory

The grimy overalls of the worker, the splattered clothes of the children, and the stained
table linen come out of the Eden as clean as
new, with a very much longer life ahead for
not having been beaten and rubbed and frayed
in the out-of-date washboard method.

“PERILS Of THUNDER MOUNTAIN

MONDAY

with the

with whom the aged mother, bright and
cheery at 84 years, now lives. Mr. Emery

Because the Eden washes blankets, linens and
all clothes in the same ideal way you dip a bit
of lace in your wash bowl

at

LATEST (VENTS l>4 GAUMONT NEWS

MORENO

THIRD EPISODE

TUESDAY

late Newel Blake, in
the early days of lucrative lumber business.
When Mr. Emery was a young

The favorite

IN

si,

a

tive of all which

every thing.

ANTONIO

“LAI Y BELLHOP’S SECRET”

7.00 and 8.30

at

in

the spring
to visit her family, hoping the change
might be beneficial Mr. Corliss has sublet his rent during his absence to Mr.

fort..

The ideal way of washing delicate things is the
way the Eden washes

She knew how to climb a fence,
did he. They met at the top,

SUNSHINE COMEDY

Staples of Newburyport, Mass., Ralph
Staples of Cambridge, Mass., Mr. and Capital stock paid in.
Carrie
A.
Gardner
and
Mrs.
Mrs. Jennie
fund. ...
Mrs. George M. Houghton, Mrs. Eliza- Surplus
Undivided profits..$
M. Bragg spent Thanksgiving with the
beth Foss and Mrs. Grace Seketar cf
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid..
Misses Mary and Harriet D Hichborn
Circulating notes outstanding.•.
and Mrs Izah T. Sanborn, who is spend- Bangor and Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Went- Net amount due to banks, bankers ana trust companies..
worth of Brewer.
Cashier’s checks on own bank outstanding..
ing the winter with them.
Mr. aud Mrs. Willard G.

“OYER THE GAR ENW/IL

rows of hats with love
and romance wedged between.

SATURDAY—The Rex Beach Attraction

wonderfully patient and deeply apprecia-

of thousands of

IN

Admission 11c and 6c

Mr. and Mrs. Byron Andrews and children arrive 1 from Chili Nov. 25th and
are visiting Mrs. A’s
mother, Mrs. Willis
Bowden.
Mr. Andrews has been em-

friends who

f

BESFIE LOVE

“Marie Ltd,”

the Martin house.

There will be services at the Universalist church next Sunday at the regular
hour, 3 p. m.

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Littlefield (nee Miss
Ruth Barbour) were tendered a second
wedding reception in Brewer Monday-

winter, and

Mrs. Ora McKeen and family left Friday for Derby to join her husband, who

Gerrish spent Monday in

Bangor.

home.

in the same capacity’.

employment for the winter in the
shops.

A NEW YORK WINSOME STAR

IN

Rows and

2.30]

at

ALICE BRADY

These Prices Include War fax

street, recently vacated by Ora McKeen

on

Daily

FRIDAY

Admission 17c and 11c

and family.

underwent

STOCKTON SPRINGS

Matinee

Instant relief without mussiness or
soiled clothing. Reliable—the biggest
selling liniment year after year. Economical by reason of enormous sales.
Keep a big bottle ready at all times.
Ask your druggist for Sloan’s Liniment
35c, 70c. $1.40.

ployed in Chili three years by the Guggenheim Exploration Co. and will return

week

huge pumpkin filled with

out of commission
during [the cord.
greater part of Wednesday’ night and
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Bagley left Nov.
The deep ice-covered ruts
Thursday.
25th for Lewiston, where they will spend
made travelling both difficult and dan
gerous until the thaw and rain Saturday. the winter.

child entertained Dr. and Mrs. S. L. Fair-

Mr. and Mrs. George Fletcher and son,
Master Elderr, took Thanksgiving dinner

ed again Monday.

berries and greens made an effective centerpiece. Places were marked with rosy
apples and cards ornamented with turkeys and gilded wish bones. The evening
was spent pleasantly with a stunt pro- i
Miss Webber, the winner of a
gram.
literary contest, received a cash prize of
one

*

weeks

The table appointments were both original and dainty.
Blue Japanese runners
used and

as

The public schools throughout town,

course,
by stuffed apples,
crisp buttered toast and hot chocolate.

were

Bridges entertained

which have been elosed for the past two

followed

were

Among the pleasant reunions of Thanksgiving day, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Fair-

i

in the
as

Fannie

ples.

total cost of $1.50.

Shrimps and rice were cooked
chafing dish by Miss Webber

Mr.

persistent

a

Apply a little don’t rub, let it penetrate, and-—good-by twinge! Same for
external aches, pains, strains, stiffness
ot joints or muscles, lameness, bruises.

THURSDAY

new

dinner guests, Thanksgiving, her niece
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Sta-

Valma Webber, Isabel Frame and Frances
Rogers, who prepared and served a sugarless

N. Smith has moved to his

home, the well-known residence in former years of the late Capt. David Ames.

were

and

with Capt. and Mrs. B. F. Colcord.

va-

fternoon with Mrs. J. II. Gerrish.

Will

The fine coasting ot the past week added greatly to the enjoyment of the school

COLONIAL
Iheatre

dangerous

Mr. George Avery came home from
Rockland to spend Thanksgiving with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Avery.

vice the adult Bible school and Junior

THE

after

re-

The Ladies’ Aid society of the Universalist church will meet this, Thursday,

carried out

,

it with Sloan’s
Liniment before it gets

Thanksgiving morning from Auburn,
where they have been employed.

Miss Roulstone rendered “Jesus

is Fairer.”

Bangor, Saturday,

age.

Go

Harold Hawes and Asa Stiles returned

by the pastor, Rev. T. H.

sermon

Martin

after spending Thanksgiving in town.

Capt Nathan F. Gilkey has taken com.
new steel freight steameri
Delhnor, bound from Greece with Hour.

Lewis K. Thurlow and Walter D. Noyes
of the Atlantic Coast Co. were in town

Duncan.

At the First Cong’l church

Miss Ethel Nichols and her guest, Mrs.
to

Tuesday of last week.

DON’T NEGLECT A
RHEUMATIC PAIN

Joseph Gillis returned to his home in
Brewer last Saturday after spending several days in town.

and daughter Inez of Washington. D. C.,
and Miss Maude B. Colcord of Plymouth.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Luring Gilkev
of Bangor announce the birth of a sor

Saturday, Nov. 29tn.

tertained at dinner Mrs. A. T. Whittier
and Prof. F, R. Sweetser. Mrs. C. E.
Adams was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J.

mother,

Pennsylvania.

Among the out-of-town cated
by Mr. Albert Kimball.
reunions of Searsport families was the
John C. Rice, the recent guest of the
gathering in New York at the apartment
of M. R. LaFurley, has returned
of Mrs. L. R. Colcoru and daughter Jo- family
to his home in Ashmont, Mass.
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lincoln
Colcord
anna,

giving day.

on

her

H.

Leroy Dow.
ner

who lived at the old home in

Rev. William Vaughan and son Otto of
Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. Henry McCaslin
and son Harry were the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Vaughan. Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Trundy entertained Mr and
Mrs. A. S. Trundy and daughter ;Virginia. Capt. and Mrs. D. C. Nichols en-

'li-e.-i.
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTH'!*.
hereby gives notice that he has t
duly appointed administrator of the estate
ALMEDA AVERY, late of Prospect,
>

scriber

County of Waldo, deceased, and gi>
bonds as the law directs. All persons bavin/,
demands against the estate of said decease
are desired to present the same for aettlemei
anti all indebted thereto arc requested to mak
in the

payment

immediately.

PERCY A. MILLS
Prospect, Me., Nov. 11, 1919.

LOOK!
Mc’.LAUGHI.IN has lately purchased
the Commercial House and thoroughl>
renovated it with up-to-date restaurant,
ladies’ and gents’ dining room, and is
>
going to try and feed the public at
Also new sleeping rooms
cents a dinner.
Im49
and up-to-date livery.
JOHN MCLAUGHLIN.

